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Bargeer & Spence 's

Largest Individual Hlgh School
Shorthand and and Practieai Teachers and Prin-,
Business School Instruction cipaIs of P. SchoOlse

In Canada Throughout in attendance
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SHORTHAND & BUSINESS
12, 14, & 16 King W. SCIIOOL TORONTO

OPEN ENTIRE YEAR. SEND FOR NEW ANNOUNCEMENT.

SPENCE and HARRISON - PP.opPietors

PUSHING AGENTs WANTED- . .

Everywhere in Ontario
To sell the most valuable
book in the Canadian market. AGENTS NOT LIMITED AS TO TERRITORY

Splendid Commissions. Apply at once ; there is money in it for you.

W. ». ANGER - - St. Catharines, Ontario

Ontario Business College
BELLEVILE, ONT.

Twenty-FouPth Year

'3 Provinces and States have been
represented at this famous institu-

tion, the most widely attended Business
College in America.

Send for the New Circu-
lar, a book of 124 pages

ADDREss,

ROBINSON & JOHNSON, Belleville, Ont.

ALso TAUGHT AT TIHE OTTAWA

Business College.
Formerly NATIONAL BUSINESS COLLEGE,

Catalogues free.

Address, JOHN KEITH, Principal, OTTAWA, ONT.

Pure English Seaking and Vocal Reading
weith Exression.

RICHARD LEWIS, author of the "Dominion
Elocutionist," " How to Read," etc., is prepared to
live addresses on the above subjects to Teachers'
conventions, with illustrative examples from the
P. S. Reading Booki, and in the higher departments,
fromi the Bible, and from Shakespeare, Tennyson,etc. Address, 19 St. Vincent St., Toronto

(@-FOR A---
USINESS
EDUCATION
ATTEND

Areade Buildings, HAMILTON, ONT.
TiHE LEADINo COLLEGE OF

Business and . Established
Shorthand in Canada • 30 Years

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

R. E. CALLACHER, Principal, HAMILTON, ONT.

42 ChuPoh St., Toronto,

Agents in Canada for the Milton Bradley Company's

School and Kindergarten Material

GUELPH

B~usiness G;o1lege
GUELPH - - ONTARIO

Students may enter at any time with equal ad-
vantage.

The demand for our graduates is greater now than
at any former tie, because the quality of our work
is more widely known.

Is view of the superior advantages afforded, our
rates of tuition are the most favorable offered by any
self-supporting Canadian institution.

The tuition given in our Modern Language De-
partment is, alone, worth the entire cost of taîtion in
aIl the subjects taught.

' he development of sterling character is the foun-
dation principle in our system of training; hence the
confidence with which our graduates are everywhere
rceived.

The self-supporting school is the only educational
institution founded on a basis of absolute justice.
Standing on this basis, and on tbe genuine ment of
its work, the "Guelph Business College" respect
full solicits public patronage.

Tise Annual Circular, givirng full information, and
illustrated with hcatiful specinens of our oen-draw-
ing, will be sent free to any address on application

M. MaCORMICK, Principal

"rt' Toronto Business College.
For their Handsome New Annual Prospectus

Collage Location, Corner Yonge and Shuter Streets, Toronto
J. M. CROWLY, GenePal ManameP,

Member Toronto Collegiate Institute Board.

Superior Bookkeeping, Banking, Shorthand, Pen-
manship, Typewriting and Tolegraph Dept's

DA Y AND EVENINO SESSIONS OPEN THE EN TIRE YEAR
INDIvIDUAL INSTRUCTION. Complete information mailed on application to the manager.

Attend

(OLLEGE OF( OMMERCE

TORONTO
FoP modePa, thoPough

SHORTHAND
AND

BUSINESS
EDUCATION

Write to W. A. WARRINER, 1 Bloor
East, Toronto, for Prospectus.

Open ai the year.

ITA

I *IA N il-
SHORTHAND INSTITUTE

New Building (second fiat), Talbot St. opposite East
St., St. Thomas. Ont. Fall Terrn Opens Sept.'
sth. By reason of the low rates of tuition, thoroug4
courses of instrucfion, experienced teachers holding
high-grade Public School certificates, this College
ofiers unusual advantages to those desirous of quai-
ifying themselves for the duties of the counting bouse
or the office. "Problems in Commercial Arithmetic"
sent pspadto any address on receipt ofpiesc

en or ourtnew illustdate catalogue ore dcid-
ng to go elsewhere. Address, W. A. Phillipe,
Principal, box 386 St. Thoias, Ont.

TORONTOAND
STRATFORD

The Toronto school may justly be termed the
"Palace Business College of Canada." It is posi-
ively he rgest and Bet Equipped. Weinieinspection and comparison with similar institu-
tions. The Stratford school holds the proud posit.on
of being the Leading Business College west of
Toronto. The course of study in each institution is

utothe bigest standard of excellence. Students
admitted daily. Handsome catalogues free.

TORONTO LOCATION

Corner Yonge and Gerrard Bts.
BHAW and ELLIOTT, PRINCIPAL..

ALMAead-
in! Canadian
C llege for

Young Women
Health, Home,

Economy.
Gradu ating

courses in Lit-
erature,Lanlru-

E ges, Musse,
Fine Art, Commercial Science, Elocuto. Univers-
ity affiliation. Prepares for Junior and Senior Ma-
triculation and ail grades of certificates. Public
School Teachers' certificates accepted Pm tanto on

graduating coijrse. 200 Student. &F The
gh°t rt r the Province. 66 page Illus-

trated Catalogue. Address, Principal Austin, B.A.,
St. Thomas, Ont.

OWEN SOUND, ONTARIO

Is the Very Best Place in Canada to get
a Thorough Business Education

TAKE A ROUND TRIP d it Il ther Busi:
mercial Departments in Canada, then visit the
Nerthern Business College; examine everything
thoroughly. If we fail to produce the most thorou h,
complet". practical. and extensive course of stu Y;
the bet college premises, and the best and mont com-.
plete and most suitable furniture and appliances, we
will give you a ful course, FREIL For annual an-
nouncement, giving full particulars, free,

Address, C. A. FLEMING, Principal

INTERNATIONAL

BUSINESS COLLEGE
Cor. College St. & Spadina Ave., Toronto

A thorough business education, Shorthand,
ypwting, Telefraphy, *e. We ralle

no boast, but we earnesty strive to fit our students
to fill and to hold any situation they may obtain as
accountants. A student well put through the course
is a better advertisement for us than much puffing
and blowing in the papers. Send for free circulars.

J. M. MUSCROVE, Principal

Ontario Ladies' 0 ologe
WHITBY, ONT.

Affords an exceptionally pleasant HoMe,
and prepares pupils for Third. Second and First
Class Teachers'Certificates, also Matriculation,
Freshman and Sophomore Examinations in
Victoria or Toronto University. Full Conserva.
tory Course in Instrumental and Vocal Music,
Fine Art, Elocution and Commercial branches
taught by gifted specialists.

Apply for further information to

REv. J. J. HARE, Ph.D., Principal.
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- PRICE LIST OF GLOBES - N

Globes, 6 inches - - - - $2.50-$3.00

Globes, 9 inches - - $8.oo-$12.00

Globes, 12 inches, $7.50-$9.oo-$14.00
Globes, 12 inches, $ 15.oo-$ 18.oo

Globes, 18 inches-
$40.00-$45.00

OUR MAPS ARE THE

STANDARD ONES IN USE

IN OUR SCHOOLS. THERE ARE ALL KINDS OF

NONE BETTER. WE WILL BE PLEASED School Supplies
TO SEND A COMPLETE LIST TO ANY ADDRESS.

Full Stock of Chemical and Physical Apparatus.

HOEr STUDY. LATIN and GREEK atight, use the "INTERLINEAR
oLaS IS. Samele paes and Cat-

aloge of School Books, free. C. DaSILVER &
S. Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa. Address al

orders, wholesale or retail, to The Baker & Tay-
lor Co., 740 Broadway, N.Y. .

SHORTHAND
By mail or individually. $5 until pro-

ficient. We teach Isaac Pitman's system.
A system used by 95 per cent, of the
Stenographers and Reporters in Canada.

mr Bookkeepig, Typewriting, Penmanship, Com-
mercial Arithmet, Shorthand, and Commercial Cor-
sespondence are the subjects taught. 5 being
the entire charge until proficient. Hun-
dreds of our pupils are now holding positionsthrough-
out the Province, as Cashiers, Bookkeepers, Steno-
graphers, Bank Clerks, etc. Over 1,600 students
have graduated from this Academy during the past
five ears, which is e ual to the combined attendance
of the Business olege in Toronto, during the
same period. Pu ils assisted to positions. We also
have a Music an French department in connection
with this Academy.

LOWE.S COMMERCIAL ACADEMY

346 Spadina Avenue. - Toronto

ITEN
P O UE INALCONRE
A PA PHLT SHW -N HO T

HfINTS, AND

-EXPEDIEN TS
FoR YOUNG TEAoHERS

This is a manual prepared by Mr. David Boyle,
an experienced, successful teacher, whose fertility of
resource and originality are well known. J, W. Ben-
gough, Gr"p's own artist, bas illustrated the w rk
with catchy sketches. To those ft'r whom it is intend-
ed, it will prove "A GUIDE, PHILOSOPHER, and
FRIEND."

IT CONTAINS NEARLY

Four Hundred Hints
And Expedients

Of a plain, pointed, and practical character, many of
which have never appeared in print before, while
others are the result of wide reading and extensive
intercourse with Public School teachers in this and
other countries.

The style is terse, and the matter is arranged in
numbered paragraphs under aopropriate headings.

The boo appears in a suitable form for carrying
in the pocket, being neatly bound in cloth. Pre,
25 cente.

Mailed postpaid on receißt of price.

CRIP PRINTINC and PUBLISHINC CG.
TORONTO.

CONFEDERATION LIFE
'rc m O nomTo

New Business, 1891
Business in Force -

- - 52,917,000.00
- - 520,600,000.00

ASSEItS AND CAPIT'AL

OVER FOUR and ONE-HALF MILLIONS
Pl.emium Income, 1891 - -

Gain Over i890, $78,435.oo

IntePeut InGome, 1891 -

Gain Over i890, $2x,454.o-

Total Amount Paid Pollcy-Holders and Annuitants, 1891
Gain Over x89o, $85,527.oo

*704,988.00

*172,092.00

- 313,888.00

LUMSDEN & WILSON'S |FIFTH EDITION

Ae

The above rut represents the cove r of the " Pop
fection Football" as it is regi stered in Grea
Britain, and is undoubtedly in every respect the very
best hall made.

TESTIMONIAL.-Mr. John McDowall, Secretary
of the Scottish Football Association, says :-" Have
used the 'Perfection Football,' and find it embodies
all that its name denotes-simply, 'Perfection.'"

They are all filled with Mackintosh's Best Quality
Grey Rubbers, stamp d and tested.

PRICE LIST
Association Footballs Complet.

Sizes : No. i No 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5
Circumference: 20 in. 22 in. 2 in. 26 in. 28 in.

Perfection, Buttonless $,.5o $r.60 1.75 $2.25 $3.0
Perfection Chrome, Special Buttonless,

only one size made ................. $3.0
SecondQuality,Buttonless........... $1.75$25

Rugby Match Ball, very superior, $3.25
Assoe'n Rubbers and Covers Separate, etc.

No. s No. a No. 3 No. 4 No.
Ruishers, Secaat

rn sB .. $o.6o $-.70 $0.80 $0.90 $T.oo

o s P te ... 9 $..o $.rIo $1.50 $2.15

1'o. 2 Covers ......................$o.8o $1.oo $1.35
Chrome Buttonless ............................ $2.55

Inflators, Brass Piston, The Little Wonder, 6cts.;
large size, $î.50. Football Shin Pads, good leather,
cloth lined, 75 cts. a pair. Foot ball Shin Pads, best
leather, chamois lined, $i.S0 a pair. Rubber Cement
for repairing Rubbers, 25 cts. a package. Football
Boots te arrive in October. Send for prices.

" Football and How to Play it." By A
KICKER. Price, 20 cente. A new and enlarged
edition of this book now ready, containing the latest
rules for playing Association Football and valuable
hints to caers. One copy will be sent FREE with
each order for a complete football.

Any article in above list mailed free on recei t of
pice te any address in the Dominion of Cana or
the United States. Send mnoney or starps by regis-
tered letter; or, if conveient, a post o ce order is
absolutely safe. LUMSDEN & WILSON, Import-
ers of Football Goods, Seaforth, Ont.

Indispensable to every live Tea cher

Practical *

Problems
NArithmetu

For First, Second, and Third Classes

By JAMES WHITE, Public School Teacher
EDMONTON - ONT.

This book bas been epared specially to suit the
convenience of Public Shool Teachers. It contains
about 700 Practical Problems suitable for First,
Second and Third Classes in Publsc Schools. It i
very carefully graded, and each principle requIred to
be taught is introduced in logical order. It receives
the hearty approval of Teachers and Inspectors.

Read their Opinions.
From ALLAN EMBuRy. EsQ., Inspector, Peel.

I have examined this little book of Arithmetical
Problems, and can give it an unqualified endorsation.
The uestions are carefully graded, and are specially
suit te the wants of our over-worked teachers who
have not always the time to devote to the reparation
of exercises upn the varions subjects o the school
curriculum. The questions are not stated in the foni
of propositions; but theL. statement is incidental,
leaving the inner connection of the problems to be dir
covered by the pupil himself; and in this important
feature lies their special adaptability as an edocatiesd
force. I heartily recommend this book to all teachers
wishing to economize time and labor in their preparm
tien for ordinary school work.
Fromt E. TROUGHT, Esq., Teacher, Member Canoty

Board of Examiners, Inglewood.
I have examined with sone care Practical Problems

in Arithmetic for First, Second and Third Classes. by
Mr. White, Edmonton. Without the slightest hesita-
tion I say that they are the best I have ever seen--th
bet in selection, the best in grading, and above all, the
best for developin the reasoning powers of the cilld
and for exercisî% his ingenuity. A secial feature
the grading is t principles which bve een intrO
duced are being constantly made nse of in the succeed
ing problems which are in their turn introduc* neW
prnciples, so that the whole work may be said t be
one unconscious review. It is a great boon to
reachers.

Ps'ice, Boun in Cloth, SB et.

Crip Printing and Publishing Co.
TORONTO

Our Catalogue of Aids and School Supplies fPee on Application.
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Nore.
OwING to some unavoidable cause, we do

not doubt-for the Editor of the Mathema-
tical Department is a model of punctuality,
as well as of other mathematical virtues-
the mathematical "copy " reached us too

late for this number. We regret the fact,
for we know well that to many of our

readers this will be a serious disappoint-
ment. There will, however, be no real loss

for the valuable article which we have now
received will appear in next number, with-
out prejudice to the claims of that which
will be due December 1st.

STATE Superintendent Luce, of Maine,
says the free text-book law has increased
the attendance of the Public schools. His

idea is that the greatest benefit is derived
in cases where children have progressed a
certain distance in the schools, and been

obliged to step out because their parents

do not have the money to purchase books,

which increase in cost the farther the
pupil advances. Now the books are free
and the scholar can continue attendance

until the education is completed, if the cost
of text-books is the only consideration.

FROM his card in another column it will
be seen that Mr. Richard Lewis, the well-
known elocutionist, has so far recovered
bis health that he proposes to again give

lessons and addresses in connection with
Teachers' Institues. Mr. Lewis's qualifica-

tions for this work are so well kno'wn that

he needs no commendation from us. He
has, moreover, ample and most satisfactory
testimonials from many prominent educa-

PAGE.
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Ontario. Annl ]&x-
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îty..............,...... 184

Týý1e, of Çoqrgrfý. tors, including Dr. McLellan and others well-
known to Ontario teachers. We shall be
glad to hear of his visiting a large number
of Institutes.

TEACHERS of every grade will, we feel
sure,thank Inspector Hughes for permitting
us to give them in this number his able
and highly suggestive address on " The
Relation between Control and Sponta-
neity." Should the title sound a little
metaphysical to any .of our readers, we
hope that will not deter them from a care-
ful and thoughtful study-a mere hasty peru-
sal of such a paper is not sufficient-of the
article. The subject is one which goes to
the very root of the vital question of disci-
pline, or training, which is one of the most
potent factors in all education, intellectual
and moral, in the home and in the school.

ONE of our American exchanges recom-
mends, in answer to a correspondent, the
omission of the hyphen from the words to-
day, to-night, etc., and it seems that the
omission bas become quite common in the
daily press. We do not see any particular
objection to the innovation in such cases,

but we often wish that it were possible to
have some law, or at least uniformity in
regard to the use of the hyphen. This
little character is an admirable time-saver
and aid to expression when rightly used,
after the German fashion, in word-combin-
ations, but the usage even of good writers
in regard to its use or omission is now
perplexing, uncertain and variable.

REv. EDWARD F. WILSON, English Church

Missionary among the North-West Indians,
has recently been making a short tour of
some of the Indian reseeves. He reports
that the idea of having their children edu-
cated in an institution has gained quite a

hold upon the Indian mind, insomuch that
he was literally besieged by Indian parents
asking to have their children admitted to
the Church of England homes at Sault Ste.
Marie, and was obliged to refuse more than
half of those who applied. This is an in-
teresting sign of the times. It is a pity
that so little interest, comparatively, is
taken by the Churches and people of the
Dominion generally, in the education and
civilization of the North-West Indians,
many of whom seem ready to respond to

such efforts.

* Eoirriýi

ONE feature of the Waterloo Teachers' In-
stitute was a lecture by Principal Grant,
on the subject, "A Canadian Statesman and
a Man of Letters." The late Joseph Howe,
of Nova Scotia, was the man meant. He
no doubt merited the title, but we think
Principal Grant must have been mis-report-
ed as saying that he " was the only man
who had a right to the title." The idea of
securing such lactures from such men as
Principal Grant, in connection with the
Institutes, is a good one. The lecture in
this case was not only instructive in con-
nection with its main theme, but had
interspersed throughout hints and opinions
on educational subjects. Most of these
were unquestionably good. One or two
we hid mentally marked for dissent, but
want of space now forbids.

THE article by Mr. Turnock, in The
Week, which we republished in the number
dated October lst., has elicited a good deal
of discussion. One Winnipeg periodical
has a pretentious article on the lines of
the theory that the " culture " demanded in
the teacher is the product of generations,
and can be had only as transmitted from
parents and grand-parents who were pos-
sessed of the true thing-a condition
which, by the way, would exclude a good
many of those who constitute the " aris-
tocracy," or "upper classes," even in old
countries like England. Out upon such-
notions! Much more to the point and
much nearer the truth is the following
from the Regina Leader:

" Culture is not a thing to be looked on
as somewhat of a luxury, something unat-
tainable except by leisured and monied
classes. It is available to all. It does not
require vast libraries, years of academic
study, or the studied pedantries and so-
phistries of the Elizabethan age. It re-
quires nothing more than a little careful
thought, a little careful reading, a natural
love for what is honorable, true and
beautiful, a desire to improve and the
strength of will to carry out the desired
improvement."

Of course it would be folly to under-
estimate the very great advantage which
is enjoyed by those who have been brought
up in homes in which good English was
spoken and in an environment of social
culture and refinement. The mistake would
be in supposing that the lack of these ad-
vantages in early days cannot be, in a
large measure, supplied by persistent
effort in later years.
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ENGLISH POETICAL LITERATURE.{W. J. ALEXANDER, PHi.D.
Examiners: J. E. BRYANT, M.A.

tF. H. SYKEs, M.A.
A.

I. (a) Give in a single phrase or short sentence
the main idea brought out in Byron's poem begin-
ning " The isles of Greece."

(b) Indicate the connection between this main
thought and the ideas expressed in each of the foi-
lowing passages :

The isles of Greece ! the isles of Greece !
Where burning Sappho loved aid sung,

Where grew the arts of war and peace,-
Where Delos rose, and Phœbus sprung!

Eternal summer gilds then yet,
But all, except their sun, is set.

* * * *

A king sate on the rocky brow
Which looks o'er sea-born Salamis;

And ships, by thousands, lay below,
Ani men in nations ;-all were his!

He counted them at break of day-
And when the sun set, where were they?

Must we but weep o'er days more blest?
Must we but blush ?-our fathers bled.

Earth ! render back fron out thy breast
A remnant of our Spartan dead !

Of the three hundred grant but three,
To make a new Thermopylæ !

* * * *

In vain-in vain: strike other chords
Fill high the cup with Samian wine !

Leave battle to the Turkish hordes,
And shed the blood of Scio's vine!

Hark ! rising to the ignoble call-
How answers each bold Bacchanal

2. Describe (in as far as appears f rom the poem
itself) the person who might be supposed to give
utterance to "The isles of Greece," and the circum-
stances under which it is uttered.

3. Give briefly, and exactly the meaning of the
italicized words in the following passages :

(a) Twice seven consenting years have shed
Their utmost bounty on thy head.

(b) ' Surely," said 1, " surely that is something
at my window lattice."

(c) What of the heart of hate
That beats in thy breast, O Time?
Red strif e fron the furthest prime,

And anguish of fierce debate.

(d) He stared at the Pacific-and all his men
Look'd at each other with a wild surmise.

(e) The weak and the gentle ; the ribald and
rude,

She took as she found thei, and did them
all good.

4. Either:quote any two consecutive stanzas of
"The Cloud," or

State clearly in a single phrase or short sen-
tence the subject of " Each and All," and show how
the poet enforces and illustrates it.

5. Among the following four poems select one
which you admire, and show the reasons for your
preference by comparing the poem which you select
wvith any other one of the four: "The Cloud,"
" The Raven," " Cloud Confines," "The Return of
the Swallows."

B.
"Mighty victor, mighty lord !

Low on his funeral couch he lies 1
No pitying heart, no eye, afford

A tear to grace his obsequies.
la the sable warrior fled ?

Thy son is gone. He rests among the dead.
The swarm, that in the noontide bean were born i
Gone to salute the rising morn.
Fair laughs the Mornu, and soft the Zephyr blows,

While proudly riding o'er the azure realm
In gallant trim the gilded vessel goes;

Youth on the prow, and Pleasure at the helm;
Regardless of the swee>ing Whirlwind's sway,
That, hush'd ingrim repose, expecta his evening prey.

6. Mention the historical events and personages
referred to in the abo passage, indicating in each
case the words wbich contain the reference.

C.

TO THE SKYLARK.
Ethereal minstrel ! pilgrim of the sky !

Dost thou despise the earth where cares abound ?
Or, while the wings aspire, are heart and eye

Both with thy nest upon the dewy ground?
Thy nest, which thou canst drop into at will,
Those quivering wings composed, that music still !

To the last oint of vision, and beyond,
Mount, daring Warbler ! that love-prompted

strain,
('Twixt thee and thine a never-failing bond)

Thrills not the less the bosom of the plain:
Yet might'st thou seem, proud privilege! to sing
All independent of the leafy spring.

Leave to the nightingale ber shady wood:
A privacy of glorious light is thine ;

Whence thou dost pour upon the world a flood
Of harmony, with instinct more divine ;

Type of the *ise who soar, but never roan
True to the kindred points of Heaven and Home !

7. In a single phrase or short sentence state the
main idea brought out -in this poem as a whole.
What do the first two stanzas contribute towards
bringing out this main idea ?

.8. (a) " To the last point of vision," 1. 7. Give
clearly the meaning of this phrase.

(b) " a never failing bond," 1. 9. Why does the
poet call the bond " never-failing " ?

(c) " Thrills not the less," 1. 10. Explain the
force and reference of " the less " here.

(d) " A privacy of glorious light," 1. 14. Give
clearly the meaning of this phrase.

(e) " with instinct more divine," 1. 16. "More
divine" than what, and why "more divine?"

(f) What do you gather from the poem would
be the poet's answer to the questions contained in
lines 2 to 4 inclusive ? Give the reasons for your
answer.

WEST MIDDLESEX PI40MOTION
EXAMINATION.

FROM 1sT TO 2ND CLASS.

JUNE 29TH AND 30TH, 1892.

ARITHMETIC.

1. ADD 829, 47, 4375, 3064, 239, 86, 9241.
2. Fron 40000 take the sum of 6432, 2986,

4324.
3. Find the value of 4287 + 235 - 1957 - 93 + 24 +

352 -82.

4. From 2376 take the sun of al] the numbers
between 62 and 70, and from the remainder take
286.

5. There are 24 hoursin a day, how many hours
are there in 1 week and 2 days ?

6. How long a cord will it take to go round a gar-
den 227 feet long and 182 feet wide ?

7. A man earns $1200 a year, he pays $230 for
board, $96 for clothing, and $124 for other ex-
penses, and the rest he saves ; how much will be
save in two years ?

8. What number must be taken from 8432 to
make 7409?

9. Fron 10000 take the sum of all the numbers
that end in 4 or 6 between 8f2 and 870.

10. A man had $425 in the bank ; he drew out
$149 ; put in $363, and then drew out $54. How
much has he left in the bank ?

Five marks for neatness.

FROM 2ND TO 3RD CLASS.

1. Find the value of 6293+824 - 378 -87+987 -
785.

2. Multiply 405637 by 49007 and divide the re-
sult by 6125

3. Divide 8432694 by 42, (use factors).
4. What would 50 yards of cloth cost, if 5 yards

are sold for the sane amount of money as 40 dozen
of eggs at 18 %;ents a dozen ?

5. If two boys had 991 marbles, and one of theni
owned 295 more than the other, how many had
each ?

6. A farmer sold 20 lambs and 5 calves for $95.
He got $5 each for the calves, what did be get for
each lamb ?

7. Divide 87396472 by 6403, and prove your an-
swer.

8. A farmer bought 20 steers at $35 each, and
after keeping them for 4 weeks at a cost of 50 cents
each per week, 2 of them died, and he sold the rest
at $45 each. Find his gain.

9. Find the total value of 213 pounds of butter
at 22 cents a pound, 102 pounds of cheese at 18
cents a pound, 127 bushels of potatoes at 65 cents
a bushel.

10. What number multiplied by 12 will give the
sane product as 2904 multiplied by 407?

Five marks for neatness.

FROM 3RD To 4TH CLASS.

1. A contractor requires two million bricks. He
has 560085 already. How many loads, each con-
taining 437 bricks, does he need to complete the
full number?

2. 999 mi., 99 rd., 9 in. - 10 mi., 76 rd., 1 in.
3. A nechanie receives $2.50 a day of 10 hrs.,

and 40 ets. an hour for over-time. On Monday he
worked l hrs.; on Tuesday, 13 hrs.; on Wednes-
day, 10 hrs.; on Thursday, 12 brs. ; on Friday, 10
hrs.; on Saturday, 12 brs. Find his wages for the
week.

4. Find the cost of digging a cellar 36 feet long,
24 feet wide, and 8 feet deep, at 25 cents per cubic
yard.

5. Two farmers went to market, one with 4320
pounds of wheat, the other with the sane weight
of barley. The wheat was sold at 90 ets. per
bushel, and the barley at 72 ets. per bushel.
Which got the most money, and how much? (A
büshel of wheat contains 60 Ibs., a bushel of barley
48 Ibs.)

6. Harry can hoe 70 bills of potatoes in an hour,
and began work at 8 in the forenoon ; Peter began
at 10 in the forenoon, and t-hey worked together
till 6 in the afternoon, when it is found that Peter
bas hoed as many bills as Harry. How many hills
an hour did Peter hoae, if both rested an hour at
noon ?

7. Find the G.C.M. of 40693 and 92999, and the
L.C.M. of 36, 45, 120, 54, U9, 72, 66.

8. A fruit dealer bought 5 bushels of cherries at
$2.50 a bushel, and sold them at 15 cts. a quart.
Did he gain or lose, and how much?

.9. Divide $309 among Sarah, Mary and Jane,
givmng Mary $9 more than Sarah and $6 less than
Jane.

10. Make out a bill of the following transactions
on June 29, 1892:-Mr. James Johnson bought of
Thomas Campbell ; June 1, 1892, 113 bu. wheat at
$1.22 ; 217 bu. barley at $1.05 ; 324 bu. oats at
45c. June 4th, 716 bu. rye at 95c.; 322 bu. peas
at 75c.

Five marks additional for neatness.

GEOGRAPHY.
FROM 2ND TO 3RD CLASS.

1. Define :-River, Lake, Bay, Ocean, Cape,
and give an example of any three of them.

2. Nanie the oceans that touch the continent on
which we live.

3. Draw a map of Middlesex, mark on it the
railroads, towns, and incorporated villages.

4. Name the townships that touch the town, vil-
lage or township in which you live.

5. Name the largest township, and also the
smallest township in the County.

6. Name (a) four wild flowers; (b) four kinds of
vegetables that grow in Middlesex.

7. Give the name of the Warden of the County.
What township does ha come from ?

Five marks for neatness.

HISTORY.
FROM 3RD TO 4TH CLASS.

1. What is meant by the term Constitution?
How does the British Constitution differ from that
of Canada ?

2. How are members for the Dominion Parlia-
ment and also for the Provincial Legislature
elected, and how long can the members of each re-
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tain their seat ? Who are the representatives to
each from Middlesex? Over what matters has the
Dominion Parliament exclusive jurisdiction ?

3. How are the Judges, Magistrates and Sheriffs
appointed ? How are the Judges paid ?

4. (a) Tell what the population of a place must
be before it can be incorporated as a village, town
or city. (b) Explain By-Law. (c) What are the
duties of Township Councils ? (d) Over what body
does the Warden preside ?

GEOGRAPHY.
1. Explain each of the following terms, give an

example of each and tell where it is situated
Isthmus, Promontory, Tributary, Watershed, Es-
tuary, River Basin, Harbor, First Meridian.

2. Draw a map of North America. Mark on-
your map (1) The boundaries of Canada. (2) Hali-
fax, Chicago, New York, San Francisco, New
Orleans, St. John, Victoria, Vancouver,I Winnipeg.

3. A boat sails from Port Arthur to Montreal
and return. Give (1) the waters passed through
in order on her down trip. (2) Five important
lake ports passed. (3) Her probable cargo both ways.

4. Where in Canada are the following found in
greatest abundance :-Pine, Coal, Nickel, Salt,
Petroleum, Salmon ?

5. Name the cities of Ontario. Give the County
in which each is situated, and the name of a rail-
road entering each. What town was made a city
May 24, 1892 ?

6. Where in Ontario are the following articles
manufactured: -Stoves, Buttons, Paper, Window
Glass, Lumber ?

Five marks as a bonus for neatness.

LONG AGO TEACHING.
ABOUT twenty years ago it was discovered that

the study of formal graimar by children did not
teach them to use their mother tongue with ease.
To reach this conclusion required about twenty
years of discussion ! Then it was decided to " study
language," and what did the teachers do ? They
gave pupils half-built sentences to be completed, or
wrecks of sentences to be straightened out, or a
jumble of words to make into sentences ; thus,
"- -went home," or" - -would---that--
I- him--you," or "boy, the, orange, sweet, a,
words, wants."

This went on for a good while and it was sup-
posed a good thing was being done-by some.
After a time, however, it was discovered that the
pupils took little interest in these things, and really
were no more able to write out their thoughts
readily and clearly than before the puzzles were
put before them. The teacher got to know this
as "'cut feed " or " cut and dried" language woik,
and despised it. Some began to hanker for the
" flesh pots of Egypt " again ; they feit when the
pupil lb arned rules and recited them he had some-
thing, even if it was of no use to him in life. He
could recite the rule and that had the look o'f know-
ledge, but after grubbing away at the "cut feed"
he was merely filled with the east wind. Still,
there was nothing else, and so the work went on for
several years. Most of those books are laid away
to rest, for which let us render fervent thanks.
They had a good deal to do with promoting arti-
ficial stupidity in the schools. There are not many
teachers yet who know what to do to train the
pupil in language. There are certain principles,
however, that will guide him. First, there can be
no training in language concerning that of which
the pupil can get no clear conception. Second, the
proper training in language is given when the pupil
expresses himself orally or in writing concerning
things that he comprehends. Third, interest must
be created; this is as true of language training for
children as of all that human beings do. Fourth,
the pupil must be able to correct his own work-
that is, know when he is right-in good form; just
as in arithmetic he knows when he gets the answer.
The teacher must train the pupil to do his own cor-
recting; ho cannot do it for him. There must be
steady practice-the pupil must write a good deal.
Not once a week.

Torecapitulate:

(1) Let subjects be selected that the pupil com-
prebends ; let him write about his boots, his dog,
his father, his schoolmate, sugar, mol tsses, potatoes,
etc. (2) Expression will become more fluent the
more he writes; and knowledge also ; and interest
also. (3) The interest must be created by the art
of the teacher. Praise for bright, well put expres-
sions. A case is known where a hundred persons
came in to hear a boy's composition for four weeks
in succession ; it created a furore and yet he was a
boy that said, " cannot write a composition."
Yes, put art into your dealings with this subject.
(4) Don't waste time in correcting compositions;
you that " correct compositions " don't understand
how to give language lessons. (5) From the time
the pupil comes in, in the morning, to his exit at
night let him have a pen in his hand. Let him
write about all the things he studies-provided he
understands them all, which is by no means cer-
tain. He will learn spelling, for one thing, by this
means.-N. Y. School Journal.

TRANSITIVE AND INTRANSITIVE VERBS.
surPr. .1 M. GREBNWo D, KýNsAs CITY.

1. TuE transitive verb expresses an action that
terminates directly on some object

Heat melts ice.
Cold freezes water.

The object of a verb is a noun or pronoun de-
noting-

(1.) The direct or passive object ; as, John struck
James.

(2.) The object of effect ; as, be dug a well ; ho
built a fence.

(3.) The cognate object (so called because the
object bas a meaning like that of the verb) ; as, ho
dreamed a dream ; he ran a race.

2. The intransitive verb expresses

(1.) A state or condition ; (2) an action not
terminating on an object, (or doing so only by help
of a proposition). He sleeps well (state or condition).
He arose (action confined to subject). He ran
against the man (action expended on an object by
bhelp of a proposition.)

This, however, is not always a distinction in the
nature of things ; for the saine verb, expressing the
same action, may be either transitive or intransi-
tive •

(1.) The child sees the bouse.
(2.) The new-born child sees ; the kitten is blind.
(3.) He struck the man.
(4.) le struek at the man.
(5.) The boy ran.
(6.) The boy ran a race.
(7.) The boy ran thon out of the yard.
(8.) He dreams.
(9.) He dreams a dream.
(10.) He dreams of being at home.
(11.) He dreams that ho is at home.

-Studies in English Grammar.

CULTURE IN SCHOOLS.
THERE is no need to turn up a contemptuous

nose at the idea of giving the young people in our
schools a certain amount of polish as well as a re-
spectable amount of instruction in the " three R's "
and sncb other branches as may seem expedient.
It would he well for educationists and school trus-
tees to think about impartirg to our children some
culture and courteousness. The word " culture "
need not ho satirically spelt " culchah." School-
ing ought to produce not only educated or learned
persons but people trained in the civilities and
courtesies of polite social intercourse. Thore are
many of our boys and girls who do not support the
idea that they are getting this sort of teaching. It
is easy to say that life would be sweeter and easier
if people were more polite and graceful, but they
will never shine in these directions unless the edu-
cation in them is bogun in youth. A refinement of
popular manners is a thing worth striving for.
Education should ho a matter of human training
that is quite as much psychical as intellectual, hav-
ing sedulous urbanity for its basis, and inculcating
before all olse the profound consideration for one's
fellow-creatures' feelings that is outwardly ex-
pressed by courtesy of speech and gesture. Is the
education of our boys and girls proceeding in this
direction at all, or are they rather not imbibing the
notion that it is smart to be overbearing and noisy,
and a mark of manliness to be rude i An artificial

varnish of manners is not at all to be desired, but a
true politeness springing fron an inward grace of
spirit is of great price. Schools of dancing and de-
portment may be in their way good, but even they
cannot give us exactly the thing needed. It can
probably only be supplied, if it ever can be supplied
at all, by the teachers who instruct our children.
Thoir style, their manners, their attitude towards
the world at large, their grace, or their awkward-
ness will be imitated by and reflected in ther
pupils.-Toronto Mail.

A SPELLING CONFERENCE.
AT a New York Conference of Educational

Workers, President N. A. Calkins gave a brief
summary of classes of mistakes in spelling, selected
from recent reports made to him by principals of
several primaty schools, relative to five or six of the
poorest spellers in their respective schools.]

I.-Mistakes made by misplacement of the letters
in words. Examples:

"G brid " for bird ; " was " for saw
gril " for girl : " spet " for step

"knid " for kind ; " thoart " for throat
spot " for stop ; " doog " for gond ;

" saw " for was ; " whit" for with, etc.

II.-Mistakes made by confounding the spelling of
one word with another. Examples :

" bill " for build ; " mouse " for mouth
" cold " for coal ; " tide" for tied
" fond "for found ; " red" for read
" lamp "for lamb ; "whouse " for whose, etc.
III.-Mistakes made by not knowing sounds of

letters as used in words. Example:
" almose " for almost ; " for " for four
" cach " for catch ; " frut " for fruit
" doz " for does ; " scoller " for scholar.

IV.-Mistakes made by not associating the use of
the word with its spelling. Example :

" ant " for aunt ; " meet "for meat
" bred " for bread ; " pane" for pain
" close" for clothes ; " sent" for cent
" fare " for fair ; " waste " for waist.
" grate " for great ;

V.-Mistakes in spellinj considered in relation to
special conditions of sense development.

Of the five poor spellers reported by one princi-
pal, only one,-an Italian girl,-can sing. Of six
poor spellers reported by another principal, five
were either born in Russia or of Russian parents ;
one of the five is near-sighted ; the others appear
to have no sense-defects. The sixth is a German.

One principal reports 900 Russian Hebrews and
less than thirty of other nationalities. She stated
that less than three per cent. of the pupils failed to
become good spellers ; that Russian children gen-
erally have a keen appreciation of sounds, both
phonetic and musical; that they learn our language
rapidly by means of training in the sounds of the
words, in connection with their spelling, notwith-
standing their environment out of school.

The question as to what condition of sense devel-
opment, and which, if either sense-defect, generally
accompanies poor spelling, was discussed. Some of
the speakers inclined to believe that most of the
de fects in spelling occurred through careless habits
in soeing the words. In many of the cases of mis-
takes reported the cause seemed to be a lack of
keenly distinguishing sounds, and the relations of
sounds to the letters in the words.

In this connection President Calkins quoted f rom
a letter just received from Professor Barnes of the
Leland Stanford, Jr., University, in which he
stated : '" From an examination of sAveral hun-
dred observations made by teachers in California,
ear defects seemed to be the most important modi-
fying influence with poor spellers. Eye defects ap-
peared to play a small part in distinguishing poor
spelling."

This subject is one deserving caref ul observations
by teachers, with a view to learning the chief con-
ditions with poor spellers, and the leading cause of
mistakes, that more successful methods may be
found for overcoming the mistakes.--Journal of
Education.

BE like the bird who, pausing in her flight
Awhile on boughs too slight,

Feels them give way beneath her, and yet sings-
Knowing that she hath wings.

-victor Hugo.
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WITH a view to the encouragement of the best teach-
ing in the Public Schools, and the enrichment of the
colutnns of THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL with practical
articles by the ablest teachers, the publishers offer the
following

PRIZES.

For the best model lesson or paper of the kind indi-
cated in each of the seven classes of subjects enumerated
below a prize of TEN DOLLARS will be given.

For the second best do., a prize of FivE DOLLARS.

SUBJECTS.

Where two or more subjects or topics are given, it is
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them.

I.-ARITHMETIC. For Form Il.

t. Application of the decimal system in addition and
subtraction.

2. Elementary Reduction.

Il -GRAMMAR. Form il., III. or IV.

Lesson on (1) any ONE of the parts of speech, or (2)
the classification of sentences, or (3) common mistakes in

conversation.

III.-GEOGRAPHY. Form Il. or III.

On any ONE of the following subjects:
i. The points of the compass with ideas of location

and distance.
2. The explanation and use of maps.
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Sleigh Ride, (4) The Autobiography of a Jack-Knife, (5)
The Inspector's Visit.
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Talk on Temperance, based on any topic dealt with in

the authorized text-book.
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2. The Founding of Upper Canada.

3. The Quebec Act.
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2. The successful manuscripts shall become the prop-
erty of THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL The JOURNAL
shall also have the right ta publish any of the unsuccess-
fui manuscripts it may select, on condition of paying the
writer accordingta its usual rates for accepted articles of

that kind.
3. No manuscript or single lesson to contain more than

1,50o or less than i,ooo words.

4. All competitors must be teachers actually engaged
at the time of competing as principal or teacher in some
Public School in the Dominion of Canada. (The term
" Public School " as here used does not include Gram-

mar or High Schools.)
5. Any such teacher may compete in any number of

subjects, but in no case shall more than two prizes be

awarded to one competitor.
6. All manuscripts must reach the office not later than

December 15, 1892.
Two practicaleducators of high standing will be selected

to act as examiners, and assign the prizes according to
the foregoing conditions.
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EDU DATIONAL "CHAOS."

" CHAOS" is the word which Dr. J. M.
Rice, writing in the Forum, thinks

the one best adapted to describe the char-
acteristic feature of the school system of
the United States. This is equivalent to
saying that they have no system, and this
seems to be just what Dr. Rice means to
say. Dr. Rice, it should be explained, is a
gentleman presumably highly qualified,
who was selected by the editor of the
Forum to make an investigation into the
methods of teaching adopted in American
schools, and the workings of those schools
generally. In carrying out his commission
he personally examined the schools in
thirty-six cities and inspected the workings
of twenty institutions for the training of
teachers. Toronto was one of the places
visited, but we have not yet learned what
impressions were made upon him by his
inquiries concerning our methods. As the
result of his investigations in his own
country, Dr. Rice says: " The character
istic feature of our school system may per-
haps be best defined by the single word

'chaos,' as it lies in the fact that each city,
each county, and in some States each county
district, bas practically the privilege of
conducting its schools in accordance with
any whim upon which it may decide, being
restricted only by certain State laws of
secondary importance. Consequently, un-
less chaos be preferable to law and order,
there is no foundation for the opinion held
by so many, that our Public schools are the
best in the world."

It is just possible that Dr. Rice, if he ex-
amined closely enough, may have come to
the conclusion that we in Ontario err on the
side of too much system, almost as griev-
ously as his own countrymen on the side
of too little. We dare say that many of
our readers have often envied the teachers
on the other side of the line the greater
freedom of choice and method they enjoy.
But if our choice mu3t be between two
evils, undue rigidity is no doubt preferable
to "chaos." Our own opinion is, that were
all teachers as well qualified by nature,
education, and experience, as are many of
the best, too much freedom could scarcely
be given. We should be willing to risk
the chaos. As things are, and as they must
be till parents arise to see the matter in its
true light, and make the profession worth
preparing for at least as extensively and
carefully as for other learned professions,
we shall be obliged to submit to a system
which has far too much of the machine in
it to meet the requirements of any high
ideal. This is not to say, however, that
there is not some unnecessary and therefore
mischievous attachments to our machine,
as at present constructed, especially in re-
gard to the production and authorization of
text-books, which cannot too soon be re-
moved.

FEDERATED VICTORIA.

UESDAY last was a gala day for Vic-
toria University. It witnessed her

inauguration into ber new quarters, and her
new sphere and mode of action as a federated
college of the Provincial University. Con-
gratulatory addresses were made by Lieut.-
Governor Kirkpatrick, upon whom it devol-
ved to declare the new building opened for
the purpose for which it has been erected ;
Mr. R. Harcourt, Provincial Treasurer and
acting Minister of Education; Rev. Dr. Potts,
Vice-Chancellor Mulock, President Loudon,
Professor Goldwin Smith, President Milis,
and others. But while each in his turn
spoke well and acceptably, by far the most
eloquent sentence uttered on the occasion,
and the one which stirred the enthusiasm
of the friends of Victoria to its deepest
depths, was that in which Dr. Potts announ-
ced that he had received a check from Mr
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H. A. Massey, for the sum of $40,000, to
endow a chair in Theology.

As this event, no doubt, marks the end,
for many years at least, of the long struggle
between the advocates of federation and
of independence, respectively, as the most
desirable future for Victoria, several of the
speakers naturally referred to that some-
what memorable controversy. The promi-
nent part taken by the Lieut.-Governor and

the Acting Minister of Education in con-

nection with the dedicatory services was
fittingly suggestive of the changed relations
of the University and of the fact that

she is henceforth part and parcel of the

State institution and to a certain extent
under Government control. Experience
will now be the best test of the wisdom of
the new arrangement. That it will bring
a large increase in prestige may be accepted
as evident. That lier students will have
better advantages in certain departments
of study, especially in those of the natural
sciences which require very expensive
apparatus for their thorough prosecution,
is also manifest. Whether these and other
gains will fully compensate for the sacrifice
of a portion of the independence and free-
dom of action which is a part of their cost,
the future may now be left to decide.

In glancing over the newspaper reports
of the speeches, we could not help thinking

that any former opponents of federation
who may have been present must have been
struck with the very inadequate conception
of the grounds of their opposition which
seemed to be entertained by some of the
speakers, notably Mr. Goldwin Smith. To
resolve the motives of this opposition into
a preference for an "exclusively Church
university, where, as they thought, the
student would be under only the best in-
fluences, and be preserved in this troubled
state of the theological world from all dan-
ger to his faith," is indeed, if we understand
the matter, to strangely misappreliend, or
rather fail to comprehend, the views of the
intelligent advocates of independence. Has
it never entered into the mind of the learned
Oxonian that those who have observed and
compared the methods of State institutions
with the methods of some of the best of

those conducted and supported on the

voluntary principle, inay have soine reasons,
from the strictly educational point of view,
for giving their preference to the latter ?
We simply state the question by way of
suggestion.

"IN general," says John Ruskin, "I have no

patience with people who talk about 'the thought-

lesaness of youth' indulgently. I had infinitely
rather hear of thoughtless old age, and indulgence
due to that. Be thoughtless in any after years,
rather than now."

A GOOD SUGGESTION.

AT the Durham Teachers' Institute a
paper by Mr. James Gilfillan, English

Master in Bowmanville High School, caused
an interesting discussion. The subject was
"Departinental Regulations and Examina-

tions." According to the brief report before
us, Mr. Gilfillan contended that pupils
should be allowed a third-class standng
who made a certain percentage on second-
class papers, thereby avoiding the loss of
three or four years' work. This should
apply to candidates who had failed to take
a second, and yet had made sufficient marks
to be allowed to go on for a second-class
certificate. The proposal was approved by
Dr. Purslow,Headmaster of Port Hope High
School, and met also with great favor from
other teachers present. The result was
that a committee was deputed to prepare a
resolution on the subject, to be submitted
to the Minister of Education. So far as we
are able to see, the plan suggested is only
fair and reasonable and would be conducive
to educational progress. It can hardly be
doubted that, as a rule, the student in the
position described would be much better
qualified, educationallv, than the ordinary
candidate who has successfully studied only
what is necessary for the third-class certifi-
cate.

bire»Yy Fo .e
SARA JEANNETTE DUNCAN contributes the

opening article in The Popular Science
Monthly for November. It is a study of
the mixed race of India, which she calls
" Eurasia," in the author's most delightful
vein, and affords a vivid picture of life in
the great East Indian cities.

THE October number [No. 55] of the
Riverside Literature Series (published
quarterly during the school year' at 15 cents
a single number, by Houghton, Mifflin &
Co., Boston, New York, and Chicago) con-
tains "Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice,"
edited for school use by Samuel Thurber,
Master in the Girls' High School, at Boston,
Mass.

THE EXpository Times for October well
sustains the high reputation of this admir-
able journal. This number contains, in
addition to its instructive and spirited
" Notes of Recent Exposition," its Literary
Table, and several " Contributed Notes,"
no less than twelve or thirteen articles,
larger and shorter, on topics of current or
permanent theological interest. Several
of these are by some of the most distin-
guished Biblical scholars of the age.

WE are indebted to Selby & Co. of this
city,whose advertisement appears elsewhere,
for a copy of the Milton Bradley Co.'s
(Springfield, Mass.) Catalogue of "School
Aids and Kindergarten Material," also for
copies of "The Education of Children,"
and " Kindergarten Manual Training Indus-

trial Schools," the latter by Mrs. H. M.
Plunkett. These are reprinted in neat
pamphlet form from the Popular Science
Monthly and Macmillan's Magazine
Selby & Co. will send a copy of either of
the above, free, to any address.

OUR old friend the Canadian Almanac,
now in its forty-sixth year, increases in
vigour each year of its life. The issue for
1893'will be published earlier than usual
and has been enlarged by the addition of
an Ontario Law List, a more complete
Clergy List and a variety of other valuable
information. An interesting article on
Wills and Executors has been prepared for
it, also one on Life Insurance. The city
taken up is Montreal, of which a readable
sketch is given together with a map of the
central portion. The Almanac contains a
mass of information useful to teachers.

IN the same line as Miss Jordan's " Col-
lege for Women," published in the last
number of the Atlantic Monthly, there is
in the November number a most able arti-
cle by Samuel W. Dike, LL.D., entitled,
" Sociology in the Higher Education of
Women." The author discusses the subject
at length, and shows that now the problem
is to put the education that young women
are now getting into its true relation to
their future, and to do more to equip the
girl for what may be called the great. pro-
fession of being a woman -in her social
trinity of wife, mother, and member of
society. The many suggestions for the
carrying-out of this problem make this
paper a most valuable one.

THE article in the North American
Review for November, which will attract
most attention, is that by Mr. Blaine on
" The Presidential Campaign of 1892."
According to Hon. W. F. Harrity, chairman
of the Democratic National Committee,
" The Democratie Outlook " for the coming
election is very hopeful. Other important
articles are, " Wanted, a New Party," by
T. V. Powderly; " Are There Too Many of
Us?" by Prof. Andrews,President of Brown
University; "Swiss and French Election
Methods," by Karl Blind ; " Waste Products
Made Useful," by Lord Playfair, etc. An
article that will be of interest to politicians
and educators is that by Mgr. O'Reilly in
"How to Solve the School Question."

The Chautauquan for November pre-
sents, as usual, a sumptuous table. Follow-
ing are but a few of its contents: "The
Columbus Monuments, by William Eleroy
Curtis; "The Greek and the American
Democracies," Second Paper, by David H.
Wheeler, D.D., LL.D.; " Sunday Readings,"
selected by Bishop Vincent; " Greek Ora-
cles," by Thomas D. Seymour, M.A.; " The
Miller and bis Mill," by W. C. Edgar; " The
Study of Popular Tales," by Prof. T. F.
Crane; Columbus Day One Hundred Years
Ago, by Charles T. Thompson; " Izaak
Walton-1593-1683, by Prof. W. F. Stock-
ley; " Saint Courageous," by Lady Henry
Somerset; "How Society in India Suffers
from Woman's Position,"by Agnes Burchard;
The poetry of the number is by Emilie Hall
Davies and Titus Munson Coan. There are
the usual departments devoted to the Chau-
tauqua Literary and Scientific Circle.
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THE HARMONY BETWEEN CONTROL

AND SPONTANEITY.
BY INSPÎCTOR J. L. HUGHES.

YoN Scotch lad is controlled by his father's iron
will. Bis duty in childhood and youth is unreason-
ing submission to law. There is power even in
such discipline. In the boy's soul dread of parental
authority becomes in time a solemn veneration for
the majesty of law ; and reverent submission to
the human father rises into devout subordination to
God, and forma the granite in Scotch character
individually and nationally. Such training makes
mon strong, but narrow. It places law above

liberty, and recognizes 'the oower of the Creator -

more than His love. It values individual rights
more than individual growth. This is control with-
out spontaneity. In too many American homes we
find spontaneity without control. The results are
usually disastrous. Control alone is botter than
spontaneity alone for perfecting strength of
character ; botter even for the development of

productive spontaneity. Untrammelled spontaneity
would be the ideal educational condition, if all
natural tendencies were toward truth ; or if all
children had from their earliest years enlightened
consciences, developed wills, and a recognition of
the rights of others so clear as to make them
unselfish, and so strong as to be a controlling force
in their lives. Unfortunately uncontrolled sponta-
neity often means unbridled evil and moral anarchy.
The true ideal is the perfect unity of law and
liberty ; and the greatest unsolved educational
problem is how to secure harmony between control
and spontaneity in the training of the race. Con-
trol and spontaneity have been regarded as antago-
nistic forces in the development of the child. They
are really twin powers that should work in harmony.
Truth can never be at variance with other truth
There are no irreconcilable contradictions, no
chasms that clearer insight shall not span. Man
cannot always see the harmony between principles
that appear to be in conflict ; but infinite wisdom
sees the mutually strengthening interrelationship
of apparent contradictions. Nature rejoices in the
equipoise of opposing forces. As man grows con-
sciously towards the Divine ho sees harmonies
more clearly, and the revelation of new harmonies
between the controlling laws of the universe makes
the sweetest music that ever lifts his soul to higher
joy. After the battles of past ages, the veterans
who fought for opposxng principles, have joned
hands in loving unity, when they have climbed
through the clouds of error ; and clearer, wider
vision has dispelled illusions and shown the essen-
tial oneness of truths which partial insight had
supposed to be at variance. Each party saw a
single truth, and in the brighter light on the bill-
top, the two truths were blended into one.

Rightly understood control and spontanoity work
in perfect harmony. Spontaneity does not mean
freedom from law, but freedom through law, in
accord with law. Productive spontanoity can not
be at variance with law ; it can exist only in con-
formity with law. Law and liberty are indissoluble.
They are giants whose union produces life and
growth, and happiness. The "law of liberty" is
the perfect law. David spoke wisely when he said,
" So shall I keep thy law continually forever and

ever, and I will walk at liberty." " To the truly
free man, freedoin coincides with control." Spon-
taneity is the essential .condition of individual
development ; law defines relationship of the indi-
vidual to the universal; control is the application
of law. There is no wrong to the child in the
exercise of wise control by parents and teachers.
Such control is absolutely essential to the full
development of character. We should control
childhood in order to define respect for human law,
and reverence for Divine law. The perfect work
of Christianity will be accomplished when all man-
kind is consciously, reverently, responsively, co-
operatively, submissive to the Divine Will. This
condition can never be reached until the child in
the home and in the school lives a life of co-opera-
tive obedience to its parents and teachers, and is
thus qualified for conscious co-operative submission
to the authority of the State, and beyond this to

a cheerful recognition of Divine authority, and the
glory arising from co-working with God. Roche-
fort was more philosophical than usual when ho

said : " rebelled against my nurse in the nursery ;
I rebelled against my parents at home ; I rebelled
against my teacher at school ; I have rebelled
against the government of my country ; and if I ever
go where there is a God, I will rebel against him."

We should control children because the wise
and definite control by a superior will develops the
will power of the child, and qualifies him to direct
his own life when he reaches maturity. If unchecked
the feelings and passions of a child sweep in an
unrestrained torrent over his undeveloped will;
lack of control becomes habitual ; selfishness and
self-will act automatically, and character power is
lost. More than half the energy of humanity is
dissipated. Character energy must be controlled
and directed by an enlightened will in order* to
become an executive force for good. The child's
will is neither sufficiently strong, nor sufficiently
enlightened to guide his activities and control his
powers. Uncontrolled forces lead inevitably to
ruin and disaster. It is a saddening fact that so
much of nature's physical force remains yet un-
maatered, but the saddest sight in the world is an
uncontrolled soul.

But, while control by a superior will is essential
and natural, it should never prevent the full
development of spontanoity of character. It is not
necessary to dwarf a soul by controlling it. The
child's individuality cannot be weakened without
fatal consequences. Each child has an individuality
of his own. It is a sacred power intended to grow
forever. It is the Divine in the child. It cannot
be marred or misdirected without interfering with
God's plan. I have no right to try to make a pupil
like myself. He is God's child, not mine. I should
help to make him his true self, not a reproduction
of me. One of most of us is enough. God's will
is never a substitute for man's will ; neither should
the will of the teacher be in any way a substit ute
for the will of the child. The teacher's will may
direct the child's will but never safoly act in its
stead. The teacher's personality should never
intervene between the child and the light.

The relationship between control and spontaneity
may be established on clearly defined laws.

First. -Control by external agencies should last
for the shortest possible time. Self-direction
should be our aim for our pupils from the firat.

Second.-Control should never degenerate into
coercion. Plato said : "A free mind ought to
learn nothing as a slave." There is no life-giving
power in coercion. There is no growth in mere
negation. God meant our characters to be positive,
not negative. " Well, Tom," said a father on his
return home one evening. " What have you
been doing to-day ? " " I haven't been doing any-
thing," said Tom, "I've been don'ting for mother
all day." Poor Tom, how small are his opportuni-
ties for real, true development. When shall men
and women learn that doing is a thousand ·times
more destructive of evil, and a million times more
productive of good, than don'ting ? Coercion may
repress evil, it never eradicates it. It can only
repress the wrong for a limited time, and in doing
so it restricts the good. Coercion never made a
child creative and the growth of creative power is
the central element in its education. Coercion
does more than restrict the power of a child, it
corrupts his ideal. The common and unnatural
dread of Divine authority arises from the degrada-
tion of human authority into unreasoning, unloving
coercion.

The terrorism of the unknown is the most dread-
ful form of coercion. Attempts to secure passive
submission by threats of punishment by the my-
sterious interference of imaginary monsters, either
fiendish or sacred, have done as much as any other
cause to destroy the true spontaneity of childhood.
It is impossible to conceive the fulness of the evil
influence of such threats at a time when the child's
imagination is most active. The imagination itself
is perverted and often becomes a corrupting instead
of a purifying power. The child's activity becomes
passivity ; his instinctive interest in the great un-
known dies out, and his spiritual development is
thus prevented. The unknown land should be filled
with angels, not demons. Many parents and tea-
chers degrade even the Father of light and love in-
to a sort of goblin to terrorize their children. With
sacri.egious impudence they dare to say to children,
"God won't love you," till the child gets its little
heart filled with misconceptions of God and
irreverence for Him, and these false ideals often
keep out the truth forever. A little girl in Boston,
whose mother said recently "God will be very

angry with you," replied : " Oh, well, He's always
getting mad about sonething." Poor chilà ! she
was not responsible for the conclusion.

Third.--The child should not be conscious of the
restraint of external control through the personality
of the teacher. The assertion of the personal will
of the teacher inevitably leads to conflict and con-
scious resistance on the part of the child. This is
the root of great evil. Through unconscious respon-
siveness the child should grow to conscious recogni-
tion of authority and obedience to law ; and up to
the highest condition of huinan culture, perfect
self-control and self-direction. The divine will
guides our wills in many ways that we do not under-
stand or even recognize. Our control of childhood
should be like Divine control in this respect. -

External control that reveals its personality to
the child inevitably weakens its self-contrcl, as ex-
ternal aid given unwisely necessarily destroys its
self-reliance. Most children are injured by being
helped too much. The child whose foolishly fond
mother rushes to pick it up when it falls, is usually
hurt more by the picking up than by the fall ; so
the child who looks to parent or teacher as its only
controlling agency, will never fully develop its own
self-control. Self-control develops in the same way
as all other powers of self-expression or self-direc-
tion, by regular and progressive exercise. The
child should be led to feel its individual responsi-
bility, for a child's duty not a man's, as early as
possible, and allowed to direct its own powers
towards the accomplishment of its own purposes,
limited by the law defining the rights of others.
Reverence for the majesty of the law, is a mightier
force in character building than yielding to the will
of a teacher. Submission to law is an element of
true manhood ; more subserviency to a human
being is a characteristic of a slave. The child who
is forced to subinit passively to the personal domina-
tion of its teacher, can never have true conceptions
of liberty and individual responsibilitv.

Fourth.-Human control like Divine control
should be prompted by love, based on love and
executed by love. Human love is man's strongest
controlling force, as well as his«greatest life-giving
power. Divine law is often necessarily restrictive
of wrong, but it is lovingly restrictive. It is
stimulating and growth giving; never destructive.

Fifth.-It is utterly degrading to give pupils
the idea that they are naturally expected to do
wrong and that the teacher's constant duty is to
check their natural tendencies. The father who
said to his wife as he sat down to tea: " Well,
Maria, what mischief has Tom been up to to-day ?"
is a type of a large class of parents and teachers.
Have faith in your boys. They deserve your
faith, and if they do not, you maie them worthy
of trust by trusting them. Let a boy understand
that you expect him to do wrong, and he will
usually fultil your expectations. Boys love the
right botter than the wrong. They prefer the true
to the false. They like to do good (not to be
lectured about doing good), botter than to do evil.
They would rather produce than destroy. They
love activity because it gives life ; they hate passi-
vity becau2e it leads to death. Even if a boy is
bad, inspiration is a grander controlling force than
coercion. The most complete belief in the depravity
of a child's nature does not justify the destruction
of its spontanoity. Natural tendency may not
always be toward the divine ; natural power is
always divine, and may become the controlling
agency in correcting wrong tendency. Bad tempers
and evil dispositions are defined in the conscious-
ness of a child by criticism and coercion. Such
defining is necessarily evil. The wise teacher is
never saddened by the exhibition of strength and
force by a child, even if they are manifested in
selfish forms. The child with most power for evil
should become the strongest angel with wise train-
ing. The teacher's skili is shown by transforming
power, not by destroying it. We should remember
that when the child comes to school it is in an
advanced stage of its training. Human agencies
by improper control or by equally improper free-
dom, or usually by a dreadful mixture of both, have
been destroying the true spontaneity of the child.

Sixth.-All control is wrong that attempts to
fetter the child with a man's thoughts, a man's
motives, or a man's creed. Herein lies the greatest
danger. It is a fatal blunder to rob a child of his
childhood. We interfere a thousand times too
often with a child's spontaneity by checking its
plays or by rousing it from its reveries. Remember
that what would be folly or indolence in you may
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be absolutely essential for the highest development
of the child physically, intellectually and morally.
You may injure a child morally by stopping its
play with the sand on the seashore, or its ramble
among the flowers, or its apparently idle dream as
it lies looking at the clouds, te force it te listen
te religious exercises it does not understand. The
music cf the birds and beas is more likely te arouse
its spiritual nature than the. music of an organ.
"I guess that fellow never was a boy," saidl a little
boy when his teacher haid unreasonably interfered
with a game. There are few of us who do net give
our scholars reason to come te a similar conclusion
every day. He is the bast teacher who most clearly
remembers the feelings and thoughts of his own
boyhood: You cannot force maturity on a child in
feeling, motive, thought or action without making
it a hypocrite, and you can make nothing worse
out of it. The darkest hour in a child's life, is
the heur when it draws a curtairi over the windows
of its heart te shut out mother or teacher, and
deceit usurpa the place of honest frankness. It is
easy for a child to become a monster, when those
in authority over it make it ahypocrite, and
turn the life-producing waters of its free, respon-
sive nature into a stagnant pool. Evil habits are
poisonous growths springing from the trunks of
decaying powers and nourished by the sap in-
tended te develop holy inspirations. Maey people
blame Satan for making monsters of their children,
when they are themselves accomplishing the terrible
work of character destruction se thoroughly, that
it would be a work of supererogation for Satan te
interfere. The motives of men and womnen are net
those that stir children's lives to activity. The
child rises from high to higher motives if properly
guided.

Oh, how narrowing, and restrictive, and destruc-
tive of power creeds have been ! How they have
prevented progress in thought ! How they have
checked spiritual growth ? How they have im-
prisoned love, that should have gone out freely te
help humanity ! How they have shut out the
Father they should have revealed ! Dr. McLeod
told of an old lady in his congregation whose creed
he attempted te broaden. Finding his efforts in-
effectual, he gave up the attempt with the remark :
" Why, Janet, I fear that you believe nohody will
be saved but you and John." " Ah, doctor," she
replied, " I'm net so sure about John." Dear, poor
old woman ! she was only a little narrower than
the great majority to-day. She was earnest and
logical, and pure in motive, and a lover of the
truth, but she was creed bound. Creeds can never
be made plain by words. Love grows when it is
lived out in loving deed. We should lead our
children te see the truth in our own lives, and to
live truth themselves, and we should train them te
recognize the beauty of God's nature in the flowers,
His sweetness in the bird song, His perfection in the
marvels of the speck of brown fernspore as shown
by the microscope, His majesty in the mighty
mountains, His vastness in the wide ses, His
power in the transformation of the little seed te
the sturdy oak, His wisdon in the rhythmic bar-
mony of the movements of a million worlds, and
Bis love in our tender, unselfish, self-sacrificing
love for them, net merely when they are good, but
especially when they are wayward. If we allow
the young seul te have the proper conditions for
unconscious growth towards God, there need be
no anxiety regarding creeds. Infidelity is impos-
sible to a being whose heart and mind have been
filled with God as revealed in His works. Too often
the attempt to control children by the motives and
creeds of adults makes them skeptics as well as
hyprocites. When our creeds are revealed by our
lives, they become wings, not bonds, te our children.

Seventh.-Growth cannot be forced, and the at-
tempt to force it checks spontaneity, and weakens
individuality. Teachers often try to be power for
their children, instead of guiding powers already
existing in the pupils. They try to force growth,
or te restrict growth insteading of providing the
best conditions of growth, and reverently allewing
growth te proceed in accordan-e with Divine law.
They try te improve the flower queen by opening
the rosebud instead of strengthening the rosebush.
How grandly nature's laws act ! The sun never con-
'nands the flower te grow ; nor does the ram say
chidingly, " Drink or you shall net grow." The
rain falls gently, the sun shines brightly, and the
flower becomes strong and beautiful. Yonder is a
rnan throwing water upwards with a syringe. He

is trying te forma clouds, but his clouds will never
refresh the earth with rain, nor show te a single
human seul the joyous massage of the rainbow, or
the many coloured glory of the sun's farewell in
the evening. There are aven yet, squirt gun
teachers who think they can shoot the souls of
children upward through their little syringes. Of
course a squirt gun teacher, illogical as he is, is bat-
ter than the mare word-grinder, or fact-giver, or
thought-crammer so often misnarned a teacher.
Pity that se good a word should be se degraded !
Greater pity that soul-growth should be so retarded
and misdirected.

Eighth.-In the training of self-expression, self
must net ha sacrificed te expression, or spontaneity
will be lest. The methods of training all self-
expression of the pupil, adopted by the schools in
the past, have prevented the development of true
spontaneity. " My pupils write se much alike
that you can scarcely see any difference between
their copy books," says a proud teacher. Empty
boast ! If it be true, then you have dwarfed every
pupil in your class. Writing is more than latter
formation and shading. A free hand moving auto-
matically in harmony with a free mind should be
our ideal. We have trained our pupils te draw let-
ters, not te write. We have sacrificed freedom te
form, and vainly hoped for the freedom that never
came. We have restricted spontaneity by limiting
lines, by direction lines, and by faint letters to be
traced. We have cramped the fingers and confined
the free movement of the arm, and the cramping
and restrictions have reacted on the souls of the chil-
dren. We have made our pupils slow copyists, and
slavish imitators of writing ; we should have given
power te express thought rapidly on paper. The
two elements in good writing are free rapid move-
ment and accurate latter formation. We have
striven for the second, at the expense of the first,
and in doing se have weakened. the character of the
race. Copying headlines tends te make a race of
copyists, of unreasoning imitators, who live and
die in bondage te those who assume the right te do
their thinking for them. The time must come when
there shall ha no more mare copying in learning te
write; when writing shall be, in mechanical execu-
tien as welI as in thought expression, the repre-
sentation of conceptions defined in the mind of the
child, not of form conceptions defined on paper by
some other person. Copying subordinatps the indi-
vidual and prevents the true conception of the in-
dependence and responsibility of the human seul.
All concious imitation aven of good is weakening.
" All children imitate naturally," you say. 'Tis a
pity that your assertion is true to a certain extent.
But it is net fully true. The strongest do net imi-
tate. Some are strong enough te resist the uni-
formity, modelling process of the schools. Poor
fellows ! They used te have a hard time. They
still have te suffer at the hands of teachers who
have net learned te reverently respect the individu-
ality of the weakest child. As the human race
rises to higher planes it loses the tendency tc irni-
tate. The schools should help men te rise by climb-
ing, net by holding on te someone else. Do net be
satisfied with any teaching process based on imita-
tion. The true test of writing is net the writing done
while the mind is concentrated on the writing itself,
but the writing done while the mind is filled with
original thought which has to be expressed in written
form

It is equally true that freediom should precede
form in all other methods of self-expression through
the hand, such as drawing, painting, modeling, and
wood-working. It is wrong to try te force the
child te express our matured conceptions of the
form of any object. It should express it own men-
tal picture, net ours. Its power te express by hand,
or tongue, or face, or gesture, is weakened every
time it tries tc express what it does net clearly
conceive. Its power to express its individual self
is weakened every time it attempts te express the
conception of anybody else. Such a course des-
troys the harinony that should exist between con-
ception and represent'ation, and loss of harmony al-
ways means loss of power. The crude lines made
by a child te represent a bird, a worm, a flower, a
man, or a horse, may suggest no picture to your
mind, but they are realities to the child who made
them. A line does for a man at first. That painting
of a fish made by afive-year-old girl looks as much like
a log as a fish to me, but it represented life te ber.
She will scarcely believe at fifteen that she ever
made that for a fish. Let us examine ber book of

sketches now, when she is fifteen years old. She
has been expressing ber own conceptions with her
brush for ten years, and now her flowers, and worms,
and insects, and birds, are nearly accurate enough
both in forai and color for illustrations in a work
on natural history. She became free first, and
ber growth toward definiteness kept pace with her
development in intellectual clearness. Her efforts
to express herself, not sorne other person. defined
ber conceptions, and clearer conceptions gave
greater power of expression. Oh, what growth is
possible to humanity when natural proceeses are
not reversed. Natural conditions should often be
changed, but natural processes never. Little chil-
drea should draw at first on blackboards, so that
they may have free scope to represent their con-
ceptions in large form. They enjoy a wide sweep
which they cannot get in books or on slates, and
this wide. free sweep of the arm defines the con-
ception of freedom in their minds. The fettering
of real spontaneity by bad methods of teaching oral
expression, has been more destructive of individual
power, than even the methods of training in hand
expression. Both in public schools and in schools
of elocution self-expression has been divorced from
expression. No one can ever regain his grandest
power to speak his own thoughts, who was forced
into formalism by oral reading when a child. There
can be no method by which young children can be
kept for years expressing the thoughts of others in
the language of others without reducing the power
of self-expression, and weakening character. It is
amazing that the abnormal process we call oral
reading should have bean tolerated in the schools
se long

We should have more reading in the schools, and
infinitely more training in oral expression than we
now have ; but none of the paralyzing process we.
call oral reading. I do not refer merely te the oral
droning that all teachers ridicule, but most teachers
develop ; I include the best oral reading done in
any school in the wide world. Even the best is re-
latively unproduetive, and is weakening to self-ex-
pression and character. Reading is thought ex-
traction, not thought expression. Oral expression
is a natural power ; ability to get thought from
visible language is an acquired power. We should
never destroy a natural power in acquiring a new
power. Oral expression is an ever growing power.
It would keep pace with the growing seul, if it were
trained as self-expression, net as the expression of
the thought and language of others. There must,
however, be definite formal training of all forms of
self-expression. There should be special practices
te develop freedom of movement and proper
position of hand and body in writing and drawing ;
the child should use the wood rasp, saw and plane
to gain power to rasp and saw and plane freely and
definitely before it bas to work to a line with these
tools ; there should be dictation lessons in color,
and size and form, and symmetry and relationship
to develop and define these conceptions in the
minds of the children ; there should be preliminary
gymnastic processes in voice culture, in emphasis,
in inflection, in gesture, and in the diffarentiation
of the feelings, in order to qualify each individual
for his highest success in oral expression. But un-
fortunately these special practices and preliminary
processes are usually the end of school work, instead
of means of preparing each pupil for creative
activity along the lines of his grandest powers. The
wise kindergartner gives ber little ones formal dic-
tation lessons in the gifts and occupations, that by
the use of material to produce certain affects new
concepts may reveal themselves naturally te the
child. But her lesson only begins with the formal
process in which each child does the same work. In
the real lesson each child uses the same material te
work out his own purpose. Tnis is a type of all
true teaching in which control and spontaneity are
in perfect productive harmony. There are frequent
discussions regarding the relative values of formal
physical exercises and unrestricted play. The lat-
ter is infinitely better than the former for the de-
velopment of the complete nature of the child, and
no system of physical education is worthy of con-
sideration that does not include the entire being in
its aim. But formal exercises are essential te pre-
pare the body for its beat work under the guidance
of the child's own uncontrolled will.

Fellow teacher, if your writing books are really
" copy books " and no more; if one drawing book
or color book is a type of the books of the whole
class, and if all your pupils always make the same
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things in clay, and wood, and paper ; then you are
making automatons instead of men and women.
The worst schools are those in which there is least
self-activity in working out realizations of original
conceptions by the pupils. No teaching should be
allowed to end with the acquisition of power.
Power should be applied. Control should be ex-
ercised by the teacher in the production of the
varied powers that enter into the characters of all
well-trained men and women ; spontaneity should
be unrestricted in the use of these powers by each
individual in the execution of his own plans. In
the development of the universal the trained teach-
er finds his true place, but in the unfolding of in-
dividual character, the wisest and most loving
teacher should reverently stand with uncovered
head to watch the development of the Divine. The
teacher may cultivate power, and nay stimulate
effort by supplying the conditions of growth, but
independent activity alone can give life, and vigor
and progressive expansion to individual character.

All methods of developing self-expression from
without are barriers to real spontaneity. In clocu-
tion or oral expression, for instance, the almost uni-
versal plan of giving mechanical rules for emphasis
and inflection ; and the toues of voice, or gestures
to be assumed to represent the feelings; or facial
expressions to be made to simulate passions; devel-
ops formalism and hypocrisy, not soul growth. The
soul should dominate the body, and the attempts to
make the body respond to, or suggest the thoughts
or feelings that have no real existence in the in-
dividual consciousness helps to destroy the real
power of body, mind and spirit. The body may be
made erect, graceful, active ; and the voice may be
made full, rich, elastic, pure, by careful training ;
but by far the most important training is that which
cultivates the mind and heart and accustoms them
to the natural control of body and voice. All kinds
of training in self-expression are wrong that devote
attention directly to the expression more than to
the slf of the pupil.

Ninth.-Spontaneity may be restricted by school
programmes. Programmes have been too narrow
and too abstract, especially in primary classes. The
programmes should be wide, because there can be
no learning without attention, no attention without
interest, and no general interest can be awakened
and sustained without a variety of subjects for
stu< and work. All children are not interested in
the same subjects. Attempts to force a child to be
equally interested in all subjects weakens both the
temper and the power of attention. The program-
me should be wide enough to stimulate each child
to interested effort on the lines of its highest in-
dividual power. It is only when so working that
man's growth is as definite, as rapid, and as har-
monious as it should be. " Blessed is the man that
hath found his work," said Carlyle, " let him ask
no other blessedness." When a child's life runs
along the channel of its greatest individual power,
all the other springs of power in its being flow into
that channel and its life becomes broader and deep-
er, and its current stronger as the years pass away.
A marsh is a stream without a proper outlet for its
living waters. There should be no human marshes.
Each child should be a pure rippling stream, grow-
ing ever deeper and wider by fresh rills of know-
ledge and thought power; and gathering force by
the exercise of executive power till it becomes at
length a glorions river turning some of the mighty
wheels of human effort, -and bearing on its breast
the white sails of onward progress. The child acquires
knowledge more rapidly, more definitely and more
permanently before it goes to school than it does aft-
erwards. God did not limit its range of study. Man
always makes a pitiable exhibition of himself when
he attempts to prove that God has made a blunder.
The truest educational progress of the ages has been
towards harmony between control and spontaneity ;
guidance ad freedom ; obedience and independ-
ence, submission and liberty. Freedom is the only
basis broad enough for a system of education. In-
dividual freedom and individual responsibility are
the grandest lessons taught to the world by Christ .
and the emancipation of the individual soul is the
noblest work of the centuries since Christ. We
must have free growth ; not the wild growth of the
wilderness, but the free assisted growth of the best
cultivated garden. "No man is free who is not
master of himself," said Epictetus ; and we may re-
verse his aphorism without altering its truthfulness.
No man is master of himself who is not free.

The Baroneos Von Bulow wisely says: " Child-

hood's unconscious lesson to us is, that what is un-
developed can without guidance never be free, but
left to itself must inevitably fall into caprice. Guid-
ance capacitates for freedom. It is a dominant
error of our age to demand freedom where the
capacity for freedom is still lacking.' We should
prepare our pupils for fruit bearing at maturity,
but we should never try to make them bear to pat-
tern as Dr. Blimber did ; nor should we dare to
destroy their spiritual wonder power as did.Mr.
McChoakumchild. Whatever there is of beauty, of
purity ; of holy aspiration in the child's soul should
be helped to grow. Soul growth must be from with-
in. Emerson was right in saying : " Though we
travel the world over to find the beautiful, we muet
carry it with us or we find it not."

The child is full of holy aspirations. Lead these
aspirations out, and everywhere in the wondrous
world they will find corresponding beauty, whose
enjoyment will prepare them for the appreciation
of the supernal glories that throughout the universe
await the recognition of a higher spiritual insight.
Each young heart in your class has a thousand
strings that should pour forth enrapturingharmony
forever. Break none of the strings. Dare not to
play on the wonderful instrument yourself. No
other hand can reveal its melody, but the hand of
the child who owns it. Control the child, butyour
control should consist in letting in the sunshine to
its life, that it may stir to action, and through
action grow to greater life.

e 5qs. *
Edired by Fred. H. Sykes, M.A., EDUCATIONAL

JOURNAL, Toronto, to whon communications respect-
ing this department should be addressed.

THE FIRST LESSON IN FORMAL
GRAMMAR.*

BY F. il. SYKES, M.A.
NOTE.-The class is supposed to consist of chil-

dren of nine or ten years of age. The teacher (T.)
wishes to teach the meaning of Statement, Subject,
Predicate. P. represents one or other of the pu-
pils. The lesson covers the ground of three brief
lessons for successive days.

1. T. (holding up various objects in succession, asks
the class while so doing:) What do you call this?
P. I call it a pencil. T. (writes " pencil" and fol-
lowing name-words in a column on the black-board.)
What is the name of this ? P. It is called a book.
T. What is the name-word for this ? P. It is a
pen. T. Give me the name-word for this ? P. It
is a knife. T. Give me name-words for other
things ? P. Table, desk, dog, cat, cow,boy, man, etc.

(T. reviews asking "what this name-uord stands
for,' etc.)

2. T. (having something happen in succession to
varions objects, asks while so doing:) Tell me
what the pencil does? P. The pencil falls. T.
(iwrites the statement and the following in a line with
the words in the column mentioned before.) Say what
the book does. P. The book closes. T. Say
something about the pen (writes on a piece of paper.)
P. The pen writes. T. Say something about the
knife. (T. cuts the chalk.) P. The knife cuts ; etc.
T. State something about the man. (T. walks.) P.
The man walks. T. (reviewvs the sentences on the
board.) What do we say or state about the pencil?
What do we state about the book? What state-
ment do I make about the pen ? What is the state-
ment about the knife? etc. How many statements
have we on the blackboard ? What do I call each
of these ? (pointing to the sentences). P. You call
each a statement. (T. wates STATEMENT in large let-
ters on one side of the board; then has the pupil spell
and pronounce; erases the word, has them spell and
pronounce.)

3. Exercise for desk work.--T. Make a statement
about each of the following : Boy, bouse, tree, gar-
den, farm, river, water, air, cloud, sky, heaven,etc.

4. T. What was the first statement we made ? P.
The pencil falls. T. You say we made this state-
ment. How did we make it? (Waits a moment:
then covers "falls" with his hand or a book.) P.

*A lesson introductory to methods in teaching Grammar, Pro-vincial School of Pedagogy, Toronto.

We took first the name-word " pencil " and then..
(T. uncovers "falls," and covers " pencil") we said
something about it. T. About the word ? P. No;
about the object it stands for. T. How did we
make out the second statenent ? (P. analyzes as
before. T. continues through a number of sentences.
This done he returns to the first.) T. How many
parts has this statement ? P. It has two parts, (i)
the pencil, (ii) falls. (T. continues the analysis of
other statements; then extends the sentences by ad-
jectives and adverbs, and subordinate clauses, calling
upon the pupils to divide these.) T. What are the
parts in : The good boy walks ? The little girl runs
fast ? The black horse falls down f The pretty
flowers grow in the garden ? My poor old friend
has come here. Your dear mother has come to see
you. The pupil in the last row is talking. The
boy who is in the first row is sitting very still. The
bird that flew into our school-room was a swallow,
etc., etc.

T. How many parts has every statement ? P.
Every statenient has two parts. (T. writes under
STATEMENT " every statement has two parts.")

5. Could we make a statement of two parts like
these :

The pencil the book.
The pen the knife.
The table the desk.

P. No, that would not give sense. T. Could we
make a statement of two parts like these

Falls closes.
Writes cuts.
Stands likes.

P. No, that would not give sense. T. Yet in
each we have two parta. P. They are not the right
parts. T. What kind of parts must we have then
in every statement ? P. One part must have a
name-word-a word standing for some object, and
the other must state something about it. (T. tries
a number of sentences.) What is the name-word in
this sentence ? What do we say about it ? What do
we speak about here ? What do we say about it ?
What is spoken of in this. statement ? What is
stated about it ? What is the subject of this state-
ment ? What is stated of this subject ? What is
the subject of the next statement I What in stated
or predicated about it ? What is the subject of the
following statement ? What is predicated of the
subject ? Give the subject of the next statement.
Give the predicate or what is stated about it. What
is the subject of this statement ? What is the pre-dicate? What do we call this part f And what that
part ? (T. writes SUBJECT and PREDIcATE on the
board and proceeds as with statement.) T. What
does the subject contain ? P. It contains the
naine-word about which we speak. T. What does
the predicate contain ? P. It contains what is
stated of the subject. T. What is the subject of
the statement ? P. It is the part containing the
name-word of the subject about which we speak. T.
What is the predicate of a statement ? P. It is the
part containing what we state of the subject. T.
How is a statement made up ? P. A statement is
made up of a subject (about which we are speaking)
and a predicate (by which we state something of the
subject.)

[At a later stage of the pupil's life-when formal
grammar becomes a regular subject, say at thirteen
years-the teacher shows that the statement or as-
sertion in words is preceded by a corresponding
thought-a judgment of the mind, which the words
of the statement picture forth.]

6. Exercise.-(i) Add predicates to village, John,
Toronto, the river St. Lawrence, father, parents,
money, fear, patience, etc.

(ii) Add subjects to - ran into the house, -
came to achool, - jumped over the fence, -- ran
after the thief, -- fought with the enemy, etc.

(iii) Make any six statements you like ; draw one
lina under the subject and two under the predicate,
separating the two parts of the statement by a line
like this i .

T. I wish some of you to tell the folks at home
what you have learnt to-day about a statement.

WHAT an awful thought it is that when our evil
actions are once performed they can never be re-
called. We may mourn over them as much as we
will, but no amount of warning can alter existing
facts or cancel the misdeeds that have been doue
and gone to record.-Christian Advocate.
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Any book bere reviewed sent post-paid on receipt of

price. Address The Grip Printing & Publishing Co.,
Toronto.

The Sketch Book of Geoffrey Crayon. By Washing-
ton Irving. With Introduction, Annotations

and Appendix by Fred H. Sykes, M.A. To-

ronto : The Copp, Clark Company, 1892.

The name of Mr. Sykes is now becoming so well
known to the teachers and students of Ontario as
that of a careful, competent and clever editor and
annotator of English, French and German texts
for school and college use, that its appearance on
the title-page of an edition of the " Sketch Book "
will, in itself, be accepted by many as a sufficient
guarantee of the excellence of the work. In this
edition the wants of the student have evidently
been kept steadily in view, and Mr. Sykes' fresh
experience as both student and teacher bas stood
him in good stead. In introduction and notes he
bas, without overburdening the book with minute
details, supplied about everything which is really
necessary to the intelligent reading of these de-
lightful sketches, even by one whose previous lit-
erary training may have been meagre. It will be
found, we think, that the editor bas generally sup-
plied the information needed, and only that. The
appendix, outlining a course of essay work, based
on the " Sketch-Book " and Sir Walter Scott's
"Talisman," forming a study in descriptive and
narrative writing, will be specially suggestive to
teachers. Froi the mechanical point of view the
volume is neat and well printed, and is, we sup-
pose, as attractive as the very necessary regard to
the price which the average student can afford
would permit the publishers to inake it. We often
wish, on examining books of this class, that cir-
cumatances would permit of better paper, wider
margins, a freer use of " leads," and a more artis-
tic style of binding and illustration-though to the
latter we attach lesa importance than it is now
commonly deemed to possess-if only for the un-
conscious influence these mere externals have in
pleasing the eye and educating the taste. In this
connection we may mention what seems to us a
blemish, especially in some parts of the introduc-
tion, viz., the too frequent use of the dash in punc-
tuation. On two consecutive pages we counted
nineteen or twenty of these marks, which most
authorities tell us should be used very sparingly
and only for a specific purpose. This is, of course,
but a minor criticism, yet a book for students
should be a model even in the matter of punctuation.
The book should have a large sale, even outside the
circle of teachers and students.

Moffatt's History Primers. Bk. IL Early England.
Pp. 186. Price 1s. London: Moffatt and

Paige.

This primer is intended as a Junior Reader for
pupils of about ten years of age. It consists of
easy narratives and biographies from the time of
the Britons to Chaucer. The style of the volume,
though simple, is interesting ; copions illustrations
lend additional interest to the text. Teachers de-
siring to lay a basis for the study of history in the
minds of young children will find the stories of
this bistory primer of admirable service. F.H.S.

Typical Tales from Shakespeare. Edited by Robert

R. Raymond, A. M. Pp. 224. Price $1.20.

New York: Fords, Howard & Hulbert.

To present a typical drama of Fancy (" Midsum-
mer Night's Dream "), of Romance (" As You Like
It "), and History (" Julius CSsar "), not in a com-
plete form, but in easy narrative, embodying,
however, all the finer passages almost v.erbatim-
this is the work Professor Raymond bas accom-
plished. The result is, not three tales reproducing
the barest outline of the plot, like Lamb's
" Tales," but the substance of the original,
changed only so far as will enable the youthful
reader to enjoy the full flavor of Shakespeare un-
embarrassed by the division into scenes or by
archaisms and unfamiliar allusions. The volume
is well] printed and bound and adorned with
copions, beautiful and appropriate illustrations.

The teacher who desires to bring the plays in
question before his pupils will not find a more
suitable form of introduction. For supplement-
ary reading in High schools it is strongly recom-
mended. F.H.S.

Cosar. The Belvetian War. Welch & Duffield.
American Edition by S. G. Ashmore. Macmil-
lan's Elementary Classics.

Intended to pave the way to actual translation
of Cæsar. By a happy idea the sentences are very
much simplified at the start, and increase in diffi-
culty, until the actual text is reached at the close
of the book. A vocabulary is added.

Livy V. Prendeville & Freese, Cambridge
Deighton Bells Co. ; Geo. Bell's Sons, London
and New York.

Books I. and Il. were noticed some time ago in
our columns.

Macmillan's Shorter Latin Course. American Edi-
tion by J. C. Egbert, Jr., Ph.D.

Exceedingly good. For a class of very young
boys the book bas absolutely no competitor, with
the exception of Lindsay & Rollins'. It is a great
pity that our Government regulations do not per-
mit the use of such books in special cases.

The Beginner's Greek Book. By John Williams
White, Ph.D. Ginn & Co.

Dr. White's new edition of his first Greek book
is the educational event of the year. It is impos-
sible to praise the book too highly. Classical
teachers of experience will agree that it is impos-
sible and undesirable to make the first books in
Greek as elementary as that in Latin. The foun-
dations for Greek must be laid broad and deep, or
the time is thrown away. It May safely be said
that, assuming, with the author, the end in view
to be the reading of easy Greek prose at sight in
two years' time, the classical teacher will find no
book to be compared with this. The Goodwin's
Grammar is now unnecessary as an accompaniment,
since Dr. White bas incorporated the forma and
syntax in the beginner's book. The book con-
cludes with the first eight chapters of the Anabasis,
and a development, by the inductive method, of
the important principles of Greek Syntax, in nine-
teen lessons. The accuracy of the book is beyond
all praise. Classical men should at once examine
it. No more important work, from a teaching
standpoint, bas appeared in many years.

First Latin Book. Henderson & Fletcher. The
Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.

Primary Latin Book. Robertson & Carruthers.
William Briggs, Toronto.

The principles upon which these books are con-
structed are such that they hardly enter into com-
petition. The former book is really a competitor
with Dr. Smith's " Principia," and is a much bet-
ter book. The exercises in Latin prose are parti-
cularly well done. The book is exceedingly
accurate in comparison with work heretofore done
in Canada. But we notice andace (i), felice (i), etc.,
on p. 52, and maturimus on p. 57. Conservative
teachers will like the book and do good work with
it. The "Primary Latin Book " is constructed
upon the "inductive " method throughout. It is
doubtf ul whether this method can really be applied
with any great success to the accidence, but the
book, on the whole, is far the best introductory
book of the kind yet published. "The section on
Composition seems overcrowded. Freer spacing
and distinctions in type would help, but, even so,
it attempts to cover too much ground. Some work
in connected prose would be a desirable addition.
There is a provoking hesitancy, at times, in the
statement of important facts in syntax. A first
Latin book should be arbitrary and positive. The
Compendium of Syntax is exceedingly good, and
the scholarship and accuracy of the whole book are
simply beyond praise. The two books are open to
comparison in the character of the sentences.
" The stork often devours f rogs in the pond " is too
nearly the type of sentence in the former book.
The latter book resembles Dr. White's Greek books,
in keeping one end in view-the translation of

Cæsar. In simple justice, we might say of the two
books that, while the latter is apt to result, in the
hands of an unexperienced teacher, in a deplorable
ignorance of the accidence, yet, with a good teacher,
a class will gain a grasp of Latin and an ability to
translate Cæsar such as no other book will give,
and in a shorter time. But the importance of the
book renders some serious changes still necessary.

0 esfior? b'&uey. -
M.H.-(1) Why will not A.D. 1900, 2300, etc., be

leap years ? A full answer would require a history
of the Gregorian Calendar, for which we have not
space. Briefly, the reason is as follows: When
Julius Cesar adopted the plan of commencing the
year of 365 days with January lst, it was known
that the length of the solar year, or period cf the
earth's revolution about the sun, was really about
3651 days, and he introduced the Bissextile or leap
year arrangement, by which every fourth year bas
366 days. If the solar year were exactly 3651 days
this arrangement would serve the purpose. But,
as a matter of fact, the solar year is about 11 min-
utes and 10 seconds less than 365* days, hence one
day every fourth year is too much to add. To cor-
rect this the Julian Calendar, or Old Style, used
now only by Russia, provided that every year which
ends a century should, -though divisible by 4, be
reckoned at 365 days, and not as a leap year. This,
however, would make an error on the other side of
nearly one day every four centuries ; hence it was
concluded that the year concluding a century, the
nmber of which century is divisible by 4, should
have 366 days. Thus the years 1700, 1800, and
1900, ending the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries
respectively, are not leap years, 17, 18, and 19, not
being divisible by 4, but the year 2000 will be a
leap year. This is the Gregorian Calendar, or New
Style (N.S.)

(2) Write to Education Department for this in-
formation.

INQUIRER.-We know of no book containing notes
on all the lessons of the Fifth Reader. There are
various books dealing with physical culture. For
prices, etc., write to any bookseller advertising in
THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. They all deal in
school books.

TEACHER.-The address of the Ingres-Coutellier
Schools of Modern Languages in Toronto is 68-70
Canada Life Building. We do not know whether
there is a Kingston branch or not.

W.G.S.-See editorial note in last number of
JOURNAL. Write direct to Education Department
for all such information.

GIPsIE.-The last four Governor-Generals of
Canada were Lord Dufferin, the Marquis of Lorne,
the Marquis of Lansdowne, and Lord Stanley of
Preston, still in office. The present Lieutenant-
Governors of the Provinces are: Ontario, G. A.
Kirkpatrick, Esq.; Quebec, Hon. A. R. Angers ;
New Brunswick, Sir S. L. Tilley; Nova Scotia, M.
B. Daly, Esq.; Prince Edward Island, J. S. Car-
vell, Esq.; Manitoba, Hon. J. C. Schultz ; British
Columbia, Hon. Hugh Nelson ; North-West Terri-
tories, Hon. Joseph Royal. Several changes will
shortly be made.

B.S.-Everything depends upon the connection
in which the word " copyist " is used. The type-
writer is now almost universally used in law offices
and business establishments. Witbout fuller know-
ledge we cannot give more definite information.
" Flourishes " are generally at a discount in these
days.

" A BEGiNNER."-In reply to your request Rhoda
Lee wishes us to say that suggestions for teaching
Reading and Arithmetic have frequently been given
in the Primary Department of the JOURNAL. A
full discussion of all the ways and means of present-
ing these subjects would occupy too much space.
If " A Beginner " will specify particular difficulties
she has experienced, Rhoda Lee will try to suggest
some means of overcoming them.
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SPELLING.
RHODA LEE.

As a general rule spelling lessons are
assigned from the text of the Reader. Of
course it is necessary to be familiar with the
forn and meaning of every word of the
reading lesson. The book, however, is given
merely as a guide for the work of reading,
and should be supplemented by a great deal
of black-board work, extracts from maga-
zines, children's papers, etc. For the samq
reasons that we ad vocate supplementary
reading, we would recommend some outside
work in spelling. Believing this to be nec-
essary I assigned a blank book to the sub-
ject some time ago, arranging my liEts of
words under two heads. Ist. Words re-
sembling each other in formation. 2nd.
Words connected in thought.

Among the sets of words I have prepared
are the following:

1. (a) Silent " e" affecting internal sound,
such as :-" Hate," " came," " bone," " fire,"

mute," etc.
(b) Without affecting internal sound:-

" Gone," " have," " give," " live."
2. Silent " ," such as :-" Calm," " talk,"

walk," " chalk," " half," " calf."
3, Silent"gh":-"Night," "fight,""right,"

sight," " bright."
4. Words containing " ough"

bought rough through
sought tough though
thought enough

These and other words containing peculiar
difficulties should be used in sentences, and
reviewed frequently.

1. The days of the week.
2. The months of the year.
3. The parts of the body.
4. Domestic animais.
5. Common garden vegetables.
6. Garden flowers.
7. Kitchen utensils.
8. Parlour furnishings.
9. Occupations.

10. Carpenters' tools.
11. Farm implements.
12. Articles sold in a grocery store.
13. Colours.
14. Birds.
15. Trees.
16. Words connected with primary geo-

graphy.

Lessons of this kind are developing and
strengthening, and will increase very great-
ly the power of the child to express correct-
ly his spoken vocabulary in writing. Ex-
pression is our goal, and every lesson of this
kind is a long step on the way.

A WRITTEN OBJECT LESSON.
"THE hawthorn bushes have turned a

beautiful, rich red, now, children. The wind
last night scattered the ripe ones all over
the ground. What can we do with them ? "
I had been arranging some books on my
desk as I spoke, and on looking up saw so
many eager faces and upraised hands that
I felt quite sure my little folks had divined

my thought. " An object lesson," was the
answer, of course. " Start a little earlier
thdn usual this afternoon and gather some
of the nicest berries," was the parting in-
junction at 12 a.m.

2.30 p.m.-Object lesson time. A couple
of berries before each child, siates clean and
pencils in hand; class apparently interested
and attentive. " Make five columns on your
slate," I said, placing at the same time on
the black-board the following diagram:

THE HAWTHORN BERRY.

SIGHT. TOUCH. TASTE. sMELL. HEARING.

After explaining the meaning of the col-
umns I left the children to fill in under these
heads the discoveries they made. The an-
swers were then taken orally, the work on
the slates serving as a guide only. The oral
answers were given in complete sentences.
Anything which could not be placed in any
of the columns was written below. This
plan is only suggested as a change from the
ordinary oral object lesson.

TOY BLOCKS IN THE SCHOOL-
ROOM.

ARNOLD ALCOTT.

How I do wish we had "sand-gardens"
in our schools!

Is it not Herbert Spencer who says
"Sight takes the lead as a channel of per-
ception."

We know by experience that learning the
words in the definition of an island, bay,
mountain, lake, peninsula or river does not,
as a rule, give pupils a clear idea of these
divisions of land and water. We should
have the moulding-board and sand. Cor-
rect conceptions of geography can be ob-
tained in one way only, and that is through
-travel.

However, the faithful and skilful teacher
must do her best under given circumstances
to give the children accurate information
and pleasure in their geography.

In a series of bright conversational lessons
Miss Sunbeam taught ber class the ideas
conveyed by the terms, plans, scales, maps,
with no other implements than a few blocks,
some brown paper, chalk, and black-board.

Miss Sunbeam said :-" Let us pretend
that we are having our lessons out in the
playground. Now we have recess, and girls
are tired of "skipping," of playing " ball,"
and " tag " and " old mother," so we'll sit
down and l'Il tell both boys and girls a
story.

" There were four little girls whose names
were Jennie, Mary, Katie and Bessie. They
had been playing games one afternoon, just
the kind which you played a few moments
ago. Well, after a while they were tired, and
they took their dolls, and went to a little
shady spot under a tree, where they saw
Charlie, Katie's brother, and she asked him
to build them a doll's house.

"' Where shall I build it ?' asked Charlie.
'In the little suinmer-house ?' said Katie.
So Charlie got his box of blocks, and the

girls brought their little dolls' chairs, and
dishes.

"' How many roonis do you want?' said
Charlie. ' We want four rooms,' said the
girls. 'A parlor, a dining-room, a kitchen
and a bedroom.'"

At this point Miss Sunbeam's class, who
were all attention, were delighted when she
told them that they might bring their dolls
and blocks that afternoon, and that she
would let them play at building a doll's
house. In the afternoon two of the boys
brought their blocks to the front, and the
story then went on.

" Charlie had a large piece of brown
paper placed on the floor, and then he put
one layer of blocks in the form of the four
rooms to see if that would suit the girls be-
fore he built the walls.

"' What is that long narrow place ?' said
one of the girls.

"'O, that is the hall with the front door
at one end, and the back door at the other.
You see every room opens into the hall, and
the doors are not opposite to one another
either. The house must be nice and private
you know,' said Charlie."

Miss Sunbeam's boys placed their blocks
thus, on the brown paper, in the form of a
rectangle with four divisions for the rooms,
and openings for the doors.

DINING KITCHEN.
ROOM.

PARLOR. BEDROOM.

Then the teacher re3lmed her story:-
"Charlie then built up the walls, and after
he had finished the house, while the girls
were getting the dolls ready to live in it, he
took a piece of red lead-pencil, and drew it
along the side of the lowest blocks, so as to
mark off the shape of the houise on the
paper.

"' What is that for ?' said Bessie.
"' Well, you know,' said Charlie who was

feeling quite big, Miss Bright asked us to
draw a plan ofsomething,anything we liked,
for our homework for Monday, so I thought
this would be a good one.'"

Immediately Miss Sunbeam's boys drew
plans of their bouses. Theso were held up
to the view of the other pupils. And then
the teacher said to the best artist, "You
may draw the plan on the black-board with
the red chalk, and name all the rooms."

" The class may draw plans on their slates.
Now let us see who will be done first."

In a short time all had drawn fair plans
of the dolls' house.

Then Miss Sunbeam took her yard meas-
ure, and got one of the boys to place it on
the floor at one end of the room, and every-
time he put it down, one of the girls was plac-
ing the blocks end to end on the table. After
awhile it was seen that it took ten blocks
the long way of the room, and nine blocks
the other. So the class saw that the room
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was ten yards long and nine yards wide.
Then the plan of the room was drawn from
the blocks as before, and put on the black-
board, so that the scholars now had a plan
of the school-room. Next, the teacher drew
a plan on the board herself, putting in win-
dows, doors, desks, platform and table.

In her next lesson, Miss Sunbeam de-
veloped the terms scale and map, and thus
prepared for the squares in which to draw
the map of North America.

As busy work on the foregoing, which
may be divided into two lessons if necessary,
to suit your class, the following is given:-

BUSY WORK.

1. Draw on paper at home a plan of a
doll's house, with four rooms.

2. Copy the plan of your school-room on
your slates, putting in the doors, teacher's
table and desks.

3. Put a cross to mark your own seat.
The teacher previously has pupils come to
the black-board, and point out where their
desks are located.

4. Learn these pretty verses by R. L.
Stevenson:

THE BLOCK CITY.

What are you able to build with your blocks?
Castles and palaces, temples and docks.
Rain may keep raining, and others go roam,
But I can be happy by building at home.

Let the sofa be mountains, the carpet be sea,
There l'Il establish a city for me :
A kirk and a mill, and a palace beside.
And a harbor as well where my vessels may ride.

Now I have done with it, down let it go
All in a moment the town is laid low.
Block upon block, lying scattered and free.
What is there left of my town by the sea î

Foi Flic _y Affqfoog?.

IT MAKES A DIFFERENCE.

A BoY will stand and hold a kite
From early morn till late at night,

And never tire at all.
But, oh! it gives him bitter pain
To stand and hold his mother's skein

The while she winds the ball.
A man will walk a score ,f miles
Upon the hardest kind of tiles

About a billiard table.
But, oh! it nearly takes bis life
To do an errand for his wife

Between the bouse and stable.

A girl will gladly sit and play
With half a dozen dolls ail day,

And call it jolly fun.
But oh! it makes her sick and sour
To 'tend the baby half an hour

Although its only one.

A woman will-but never mind!
My wife is standing close behind,

And reading o'er my shoulder.
Some other time, perhaps, I may
Take up the theme of woman's way,

When I am feeling bolder.
-Detroit Free Press.

IN DISTRESS.
WHAT a dreadful thing it is

Just to be a boy,
With two bands and feet that rob

Life of ail its joy.
When the room is full of folks

Sitting in a row,
Seems to me of bands and feet

I've a score or so.

Then there always is a stool,
Or a rocking-chair,

Bumping up against my feet,
Till I'm in despair.

And on every aide are ranged
Knick-kpacks fair to see,

That go crashing on the floor
At a touch from me.

So, I think my hands Ill keep
In my pockets tight,

But on every aide I hear,
" That is not polite."

O, I often wish I had
Pockets for my feet;

I would bide them, ton, though all
Should that cry repeat.

Only he who's been a boy
Can my trials know,

All the blushes and the chills,
All the silent woe.

All the inward wrath my tongue
Never can repeat,

Just because I am a boy
With two hands and feet.

-Clara J. Denton.

Tehe4ef's piýpe1hnï.

THE HEIGHT OF THE TALLEST MAN.
IURNER, the naturalist, declared thathe once saw

upon the coast of Brazil a race of gigantic savages,
one of whom was twelve feet in height. M. Thevet,
of France, in his description of America, published
at Paris, in 1575, asserted that he saw and meas-
ured the skeleton of a South American which was
eleven feet five inches in length. The Chinese are
said to claim that in the last century there were
men in their country who measured fifteen feet in
height. Josephus mentioned the case of a Jew
who was ton feet in height. Piny tells of an
Arabian giant, Gabara, nine feet nine inches, the
tallest man in the days of Claudius. John Middle-
ton, born at Hale, in Lancashire, in the times of
James I., was nine feet three inches in height ; his
hand was seventeen inches long and eight and one-
haIf inches broad, says Dr. Plott in his " History of
Staffordshire." The Irish giant Murphy, contem-
porary with O'Brien, was eight feet ton inches.
A skeleton in the museum of Trinity College, Dub-
lin, is eight feet six inches in height, and that of
Charles Byrne in the museum of the College of
Surgeons, London, is eight feet four inches. The
tallest living man is Chang-tu-Sing, the Chinese
giant. His height is eight feet three inches.-Ex.

SOME AMUSING EXAMINATION PAPERS.
THE Journal of Education publishes a selection

from the papers written at a recent examination of
girls in domestic economy. In some of these the
unconscious humour could scarcely have been
rivalled by a professional joker. One would have
thought that every English girl, between the ages
of twelve and sixteen, would have been able to say
from experience what beef is, but one of the
answers is, " Beef is a useful article of food obtained
from different animals, such as the cow, sheep, pig,etc. iThe lean of beef belongs to the animal
kingdom, and the fat to the vegetable kingdom."
Another young lady is of opinion that " with-
out eating potatoes we would become very deli-
cate, because potatoes are very necessary to sus-
tain human life." Between at least two of the
candidates there was a difference of opinion as to
the nature of lawn ; one of them defining it as " a
soft atuff made from the wool of the lawn, an
animal in South America," and the other as " part
of the flesh of the cow or sheep-the rib part." The
degrees of accuracy and the theories of derivation
n three different definitions of " shoddy " are very
striking. According to one it is "a drink made
from a mixture of ale and sugar;" another des-
cribes it as " the leather before it goes through the
process of making into boots and shoes, and for
this reason is called shoddy ;'" to a third it is " the
flesh near the foot of any animal." Calico is said
with some originality, to be " a good heat conductor,
because it catches fire very soon." But nothing

seems to have called forth a greater variety of
speculation than the effort to explain the meaning
of " calendering." One pupil thinks it is " turning
from one kind of species into another ; " a second-
aid this reply must have been specially puzzling to
the examiner-that it is "things being the shape
of a calendar like our bodies ; " a third that it is
"being preserved with sugar ; " another that it is
"increasing or getting heavier." The answers to
other questions are not less daring in their original-
ity, but perhaps not one of them is so remarkable
for perspicuity and lucidity as the statement that
"if a man lives without food for a considerable
time, say sixty days, he will die at the end of a
month, or, if the constitution is delicate, ho may
only live for a week or less."

ENGLISH NOMENCLATURE.
IT is well for everyone crossing the ocean to know

beforehand the difference between the use of cer-
tain words in England and America, writes the
Rev. T. De Witt Talmage in " Through Victoria's
Domain," in the October Ladies' Home Journal.
The American says " depot," the Englishman says
"station." The American says " ticket office," the
Englishman says " booking office." The Ainerican
says "baggage," the Englishman says "luggage."
The American says " I guess," the Englishman says
" 1 fancy." The American says " crackers," the
Englishman says "biscuits." The American says
" checkers," the Englishman says "cdraughts."
The American says "yeast," the Englishman says
" barm." The American calls the close of the meal
"dessert," the Englishman calls it " sweets." The
American says "sexton," the Englishman says
"door-keeper." The American uses the word
"clever " to describe geniality and kindness, the
Englishman uses the word " clever " to describe
sharpness and talent.

But it is not until you get into Wales that you
feel yourself perfectly helpless If ever there was
a land of unpronounceable names, surely Wales is
the foremost.

HUMOUR OF THE SCHOOL-ROOM.
AMID the perplexities of a teacher's life the quiet,

often unconscious humor of the school-room serves
te keep the pedagogue alive and outside of the in-
sane asylum

Young America is great in many fields, but in the
role of lexicographer he is probably at his best.

The following definitions and illustrative sen-
tences culled from the examination papers of the
pupils of a Western school, illustrate some of the
bold changes that Young America delights in:

Magpie-The girl made a magpie for dinner.
Routine-He had a bottle of routine. Noxious-
She is a very noxious girl. College-A place where
graduates go. Rebel-A kind of hawk. College-
Cemetery of learning. Hydraulics-A disease.
Angle-She made a left angle. Wampum-A kind
of a bee. Sylph-One's own sylph. Becon-A
minister. League-Ten dollars. Maximum-Sur-
name of an Indian chief. Guerilla-An animal.
Tariff-A sofa Charlatan-A musical instrument.
Guerilla-A man-eater. Tariff-An animal found
in Africa. Tariff-A stuffed seat. Tariff-A place
for worship. Creole-A white descendant from
black parents. Plumbago-A blockhead.-Wide
Awake.

LITTLE BY LITTLE.
LITTL by little the morning breaks,
Little by little the world awakes.
Little by little the sunbeams shine,
Little by little-line by line.
Little by little mounts the sun-
Little by little, to sultry noon.
Little by little the shadows grow,
Little by little they lengthen slow.
Little by little the sun goes down,
Littueg little the twilightis come.
Little by little the night creeps on,
Little by little-Life's day is done.

-F. Albert Wilson.

NOTING sharpens the arrow of sarcasm so keenly
as the courtesy that polishes it ; no reproach is like
that we clothe with a amile and present with a bow,
-Chesterfield.
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THE Map and School Supply Co., whose

advertisement appears on the second page of
this issue, have just completed extensive im-
provements to their show rooms, and now
have one of the most complete establishments
in Canada. Special attention has been given
to providing space for their large stock of
chemical and physical apparatus, and a new
department-that of glassware suitable for
colleges and high schools-has been added.
They supply at present the Toronto colleges
with ail glassware used in these institutions,
and also take importing orders ai special low
figures. They invite ail those interested in
school supplies to call and look through their
show rooms, when samples and stock will be
shown them and prices quoted. The address
s 31 King Street East.

OWING to press of business and illness in
his family, Mr. J. K. Cranston's advertisement,
which we promised for last issue, failed to
reach us. It appears this issue on back page.
Our readers wilI be well and promptly served,
and will get the best of good values by order-
ing school books, school necessaries, standard
books, library and prize books, stationery, and
fancy goods from Mr. Cranston. Our advice
is, send for catalogues, etc. Look up Sept.
ist and 15th advertisements in this journal for
some specialties.

The Cod
That Helpa to Cure

The Cold.
The disagreeable

taste of the
COD LIVER OIL

is dissipated in

SCOTTIS
EMULSION
0f Pure Cod Liver Oil with

HYPOPHOSPHITES
0F T-T E .ATD BODA-

The patient suffering from
CONSUMPTION.

BRONCITIS, CeUGH, CeLD, OR
WASTING DISEASES, takos the
remedy as hé would take milk. A per.

t msulson, and aw érfl fshoh r e

,«acor a oWe , e .-SCOTT le BOWJE, eea.

The Canadian Office and School
Furniture Company

Preston, Ot. Successors to W. Stahlschmidt
& Ce., Manufacturers of Office, School Church
and Lodge Furniture.

Awearded Gold Medal ai Jamaica Exhibition.

The "Perfect Automatie" Sehool Desk

The Latest and Best

The School Desks of this Company cannot be excelled
for Strength, Beaut of Dsin, Adaptability and
Comfort to thse Scholar. Sed o Circuls

c.L.S.c. BOOKS
: FOR :

THE REQUIRED BooKs FOR 1892-93
COMPRISE THE FoLLOwiNG: . .

Grecian History. By James H. Joy, A.M... $i oo
Callias An Historical Romance. By Prof. A.

J. Church, London University ............ . oo

The United States and Foreign Powers.
By W. E. Curtis, of the U. S. State Depart.
ment.......................... .......... oS

Classie Greek Course in English. By
Prof. W. C. Wilkinson, University of Chic.
ago ................... .................. I oo

Greek Arehitecture and Seulpture (Illus-
trated) By Prof. T. R. Smith and Mr.
George Redford, London.................. o 5o

A MWanual of ChrIstian Evidences. By
Prof. Geo. P. Fisher, Yale University ..... o 50

The Chautauquan (12 numbers illustrated) .. 2 o

Canadian Students will please note that the books
are supplied by the Canadian Agents at the American
Publisher's prices, no advance being made for duty,
etc., Canadian Students will, theretore, find it to
their advantage to order from the Canadian Agents,
and save the duty which they would have to pay if
ordered from the States. The books are ut uniform
height and width, varying only in thickness.

Orders for the Chautaaquan taken separately.
There is no Magazine we know of giving so much
readin at so low a price. Circulars giving full in-
forman about the C.L.S.C. supplied free on ap-
plication.

Canadian Agents

WILLIAM BRIGGS
Wesley Buildings, Toronto.

C. W. COATES,
MONTREAL, QUE.

S. F. HUESTIS,
HALIFAx, N.S.

FIFTH EDITION

Armstrong's
e)

Arithmetical
Problems FOR

Senior Classes In Public Schools, and
Candidates for Entrance to High

Sehools and Collegiate
Institutes.

This edition contains nearly qo Problems. The
ntrance Papers from JuNE i8o JUNE z89z, both in-

lisive, are appended, also the Puîblie School Leavýing
txamination apers for 1892. The answers to aIl
the Problemns are given. No other work possesses
these features.

Road What Teachers and Inspec-
tors Say ofnt-

I am highly pleased with your Arithmetical Prob-
lems for Senior classes. It suts my Entrance candi-
dates exactly. A book such as this is needed by every
Fourth Class pupil.-Gao. KIRK, Head Master M.S.,
Chatham.

I have just examined your Arithmetical Problems
for Senior Classes. The problems are very suitable
and the collection must prove very valuable to
teachers. I heartily commend it.-G. D. PLArr, B.A.,
P.S. Inspector, Prince Edward.

Aftera careful examination of your "Arithmetical
Problems for Senior Classes," I find them weil graded
and very suitable for the purpose intended. The
teacher who uses them for ome or class work, will
save himself a vast amount of labor, and in ail prob-
ability cure to his pia much better results.-J. S.
DEae Inspector, a n.

I have no hesitation in sayin that for the purpose
for which it is intended the w is infinitely the best
with which I am acquainted. Its stron point, to my
idea, is the logical sequence in the problems by whic
the pupil is almost insensibly led on step hy step until
he reaches uite a difficult style of question. The
printer, too, done his work very well. and there
are but few typographical errors. I shall certainly

Irecommend every teacher in my inspectorate t use a
cop.-J. C. MORGAN, M.A., Inspector, Barrie.

Price, strongly baund In cloth, 25 ots.

Crip Printing and Publishing Co.
TORONTO

Trade asppled by the Copp, Clark Co.

A REMARRA13LE ADVANTAGE
As the great majority of Teachers in ouP Publie and Hige

Schools are Total Abstainers, they will be interested in knofJ
ing the very great advantages that are certain to accrue
abstainers, when classed by themselves as insurance PiSte
To prove this, nothing more is necessary than to state the e%'
perience of the United Kingdom Temperance and GenePoi
Provident Institution, of London, England, which has been so
follows:--FPom 1866 to 1891, inclusive, there have been in ito
Temperance Section 5,177 " expected " and 3,668 Actual Deathe
and in its General Section 7,663 "expected " and 7,459 Actual
Deaths. While in the General Section mortality has been just

within the expeetation, in the Temperance Section it has beeP
30 per cent. below the expectation.

The Temperance and General Life Assurance Company 10
successfully advancing its business on the same lines. If yOes
have not seen its literature, ask for it.

The Temperance and General Life Assurance Cos
HON. G. W. ROSS, H. SU]

President.

HEAD OFFICB, Manningy Arcade,

Teachers and Students-

THERLAND,
Manager.

- TORONIO

WHEN IN NE

OFr BOOKS

Will find it to their advantage to send their orders to us, as we have unusual
facilities for prompt forwarding, and our prices are known to be of the lowest.
We can supply any book you want.

VANNEVAR & CO., Educational Booksellers, 440 YONCE ST., TORONTO

ESTABLISHED BY A. PIDDINGTON.

ri aMmr Boog YVx AgBroc>1 L1

We have constantly in stock Educational Books of all kinds. Also the late works in Selon.
and General Literature. Any book, not in stock, supplied on short notice, if in print.

Ail mail orders filled prompt y.

RISSER & CO., Successors to R. W. DOUGLAS & 00,
248 YONGE STREET, - TORONTO, ONT.

Ys O1d~e BookEDShoppoe
inspectors, Teachers, and Studente can have any Book they require by

return mail, from FRANK PORTER, 353 Yonge St., Toronto. University, Col-
lege, and High School Books. Books for the School of Pedagogy and Normal School.

ir Books for preparatory Normal School course. Send Post Card and get Books at once '

TEACHERS W Want You to
Cauvass for' the

" EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL"

SRoad the following i
WE OFFER

For Four subscribers at $1 25 or Three at $1.50, a Cassell's French, German, or I
Dictionary, in half leather binding. Price, $1.50.

For Six subscribers at $1.25 or Five at $1.5o, Annandale's Concise Imperial Dictio
ary, cloth binding.

For Ten subscribers at $1.25 or Eight at $1.50, the sane in half morocco binding.et
For Eight subscribers at $1.25 or Six at $r-5o, a " Student " Camera and cornPt

outfit.
For Twelve subscribers at $1.25 or Nine at $1.5o, a complete set of Prescott's Woi

in five vnlumes, handsomely bound in cloth.
For One subscriber at $r.50, any book in list of " Important Books " advertised.

SEND IN YOUR LISTS. Sample Copies Fret on Application

The "Educational Journal" is $1.50 To Members of Teachers' Associat|"&
a Voer, in Advance. $1.25, in Adv.nce.

Grip Prihting and Publishing Co. - Toroqto, Ont.



Write to the "Journal" for any Educational Book you Want.
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OFFICIAL CALEND

-OF THE -

DUCATION
DEPARTM ENT

eOvember:
Applications for final examination of

School of Pedagogy, to Department,
due.

ligh School Entrance Examinations.
SELECTIONS FOR LITERATURE.

1898.
tsson V. Pictures of Memory.
1sson X. The Barefoot Boy.
-son XIX. The Death of the Flowers.
4sson XXIV. The Face Against the Pane.

esson XXVI. From the Deserted Village.
ssLon XXXV. Resignation.

4sson XL. Ring Out, Wild Bells.
esson XLII. Lady Clare.
sson LII. Jacques Cartier.
sson XCI. Robert Burns.

0sson XCII. Edinburgh after Flodden.
Leson XCVIII. National Morality.

son C. Shakespeare.
Leson C[I. The Merchant of Venice-First

Reading.
Lesson CIV. The Merchant of Venice-

Second Reading.

SELECTIONS FOR MEMORIZATION.
Fourth Reader

1. The Bells of Sbandon, pp. 51-52.
2. To Mary in Heaven, pp. 97-98.
3. Ring Out, Wild Bells, pp. 121-122,
4. Lady Clare, pp. 128-130.
5. Lead, Kindly Light, p. 145.
6. Before Sedan, p. 199.
7. The Three Fishers, p. 220.
8. The Forsaken Merman, pp. 298.302.
9. To a Skylark, pp. 317-320.

Io. Elegy, written in a country churchyard,
pP. 331-335.

ADDENDA TO TEXT BOOK LIST.
The following additional Text Books were

¾thorized by the Department of Education on
ngust 24, 1892, subject to the provisions of
ection 175 of the Public Schools Act, 1891.

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTES AND HIGH

sics SCHOOLS.

irst Latin Book, by J. Henderson,
B.A., and J. Fletcher, B.A., price. .$i oo

(The Copp-Clark Co.)
Primary Latin Book, by A. Carruthers,

B.A., and J. C. Robertson, B.A.. i oo
(Methodist Book and Pub. House.)

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

1ublic School History of England and
Canada (new) by W. J. Robertson,
B.A........................O 30

(The Copp-Clark Co.)
TE-CHANGE IN PRICE :

Public School Writing Course, each
number (to July, 1894)........... o06

(After July, 1894, Five Cents.)
The Department of Education bas also

rdtered that the Public School History of
,land and Canada, by G. Mercer Adam

W. J. Robertson, B.A., authorized in
6 and in use at present date in the Public

ols of Ontario, shall cease to be author-
ldOn and after July 1, 1894.

«Candidates not in attendance at the School
t edagogy, but who are eligible to present

selves at the written examination in Dec-
%ber, are hereby notified that Reading, Drill,

niflastics and Calisthenics are compulsory
11 male teachers ; and Reading, Drill, and

l8thenics for female teachers.
4 .Cre will be no examination in the Com-

'l Course this year.

AR Manual of Punctuation
AND SOME

TYPOGRAPHICAL
MATTERS .

Designed for Printers, Students, Teachers, and
Writers, by

JAMES P. TAYLOR
This little book of eighty-two pages aims to make

every student of it an adept in the art of punctuation,
and we do not think we claim too much for it when
we say that it wiIl accompli sh ail it aims to.

The exercises, one or two excepted, have not been
taken trom any work on the subject, but from every
outside source thnt provided the best for illustrating
the subject. Many have been taken from the School
Readers; and it is believed that they are sufficiently
numerous and well chosen to afford ail necessary as-
sistance to aspirants for proficiency in this much
neglected art.

Paper - 25 Cents

Mailed, jost-#aid, on receiit of Price.

CRIP PRINTINC & PUBLISHINC CO.

PR 1CE LIST OF MODEL AND NORMAL SCHOOL BOOKS. Postage prepaid.PRIGE~r jaIrz off regular price.
Baldwin's Art of School Management........ $o 64 Spencer's Education .......................... $o 28
Hopkin's Outline Study of Man........ ..... .. 7 Landon's School Management..... .......... 1 43
Fitches Lectures on Teaching................n 85 Manual of Hygiene.................. ........ O 43
Qik's Educational Reformers. ............. .. 1 Houghton's Physical Culture................. O 43

cLellans Applied Psychology ............... o 8 Public and High School Books at same rate.

JOHNSTON & MUSSON BROS., - 245 Yonge Street, TORONTO

-. Tornanii's 1VIeI1cal ~College
In affiliation with

Trinity and Toronto Universities
TORONTO

Summer Session Opens April 25th
Î 1 TENTH Winter Session Opens October 3rd

Apply for announcement, giving full information, to

Dr. D. J. GIBB WISHIAR T, Secy., 47 Orosvenor St., Toronto

Proscott's Works
STIJENT'S EDITION

IN FIVE VOLUMES

A New and Complete Edition of the entire
works of WILLAM H. PRESCOTT, edited, with
notes, by John Foster Kirk. Printed from

new plates, on fine paper, with all
illustrations and maps, and sold
at the low retail price of $1.25
per volume, in appropriate cloth
binding.

For the general reader and the
student the notes by Mr. Kirk pre-
sent a great attraction over the
earlier editions.

The Conquest of Mexico, His-
tory of Ferdinand and Isabella,
Conquest of Peru and Miscellanies,

The Reign of Charles V, The Reign of Philip II, each complete in one volume. Complete in
Five Volumes, price per set, cloth, $6.oo.

No one can afford to be without the woPks ot one of the foPemost
HistoPians of the world.

To SUBSCRIBERS
TO

Educational Journal "

This complete set of Prescott's
Works will be sent express paid for

$5.oo; with EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL

for one year for $6.oo.

THE GRIP PRINTING AND PUBLISHING CO.
201 and 203 Vonge Street, Toronto

BAFFLES

HUMAN CONCEPTION
Nature's all-powerful

healer is discovered and
when imbibed freely
radiates the arterial net-
work of the body, ab-

E ~ sorbs and rushes off all
A effete, deadly poisonous

matter. Also it contains
FAT all the sixteen elements

ORt of ripe molecular life,
builds every weak part,
restores nerve and vital
power, is the sunshine of
life, the wonderful. So
say all that use St. Leon
Water.

St. Leon JYinepaI Water Co., Ltd.
Head Office-ror54 King St., West.
Branch Office-Tidy's, Yonge St.

Sducational Journal" Subseribers.

. . Sight . .
Translation

That Admirable Little Book

Latin Selections
By J. MORGAN, B.A.

Of Walkerton High School

Has met with such success that the
publisher bas had to have a

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION PREPARED

The book has been made about one-third
larger by the addition of selections for Honor
Matriculation Students, making the book com-
plete for all H1igh Schools and Collegiate
Institute-.

Testimonials have been received from
many prominent teachers

Orders sent direct to the publisher will
receive prompt attention.

FRANK PORTER, Pnblisher
353 Yonge St., Toronto

,ce usJIN 9ýrNome

L0NPOH~ c S1A1NtD4SIl

Holiday Selections for Readings
and Recitations

B Sara Sigourney
Èîce.

The selectionq in this
volume are adapted to
:il lie different holidays
(f the year and are classi-
ied accordingly. Fulily
alfof the pieces are for

Christmas, but ample
provision is also made
fr New Year, St. Val-
cnltinle's Day, Wnashing-
t n's Birthday, Easter,
Arbor Day, Decoration
Day, Fourth of July, and.
Thanksgiving. The se-
lections In ail cases are
strictlyappropriate to the occasionsZor whIch they
e :e designed.

Paper binding, 30 ets.; cloth, 50 ets.

OUR CATALOGUE

OF

School Supplies
AND

Teachers' Aids
Sent Free to Any Address

It contains valuable information for progressive
educationalists. Write for it.

CRIP PRINTINC & PUBLISHINC CO,
201 AND 203 YONGE STREET, ToRONTo
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FROM J. k. CRANSTON, GALT, ONT.
If you order by mail or express you can get

School Books, School Supplies and School Necessaries, and the Undermentioned Books
AT 10 PER CENT. DISCOIJNT FOR CASH WITH ORDER. POSTPAID

Prize and Library Books and School Supplies are sent on Approval for Selection. We pay Freight Return.
Send for Complete List-Look up our Advertisement in "Educational Journal" Sept. I st and I5th.
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BOOKS FOR ENTERTAINME)|TS. R 26.

College Songs. Lots of good cheer here. Paper
75c Cloth...............................$0 oo

University Song Book. Full of Good Songs.
Paper, goc. Cloth.........................o oo

Merry Melodies. School Songs and Glees. Un.
excelled. 65,ooo sold. Paper, 15c. Boards, 27.
20C........... ............... . per doz, 2 25

Merry Songs. Choice collection.............. o 35
Golden Though s in Song. New and charming O 35
Song Fountain.............................o 15
Shoemaker's Best Selections. For Readings

and Recitations. Formerly " The Elocutionist's
Annual." Each number is compiled by a difler- 28.
ent elocutionist of prominence. It is beyond
doubt the best series of speakers published. No.
20 just out. Paper, each, 30c. Cloth...... o 50

Child's Own Speaker. By E. C. and L. J. 29.
Rook. For children of six years. Paper, 15c.
Boards................................... O 25

Best Things from Best Authors. Six vols.
In new binding. Each volume contains three 30.
numbers of Shoemaker's best selections, in the
order of their issue. Cloth, each, $i.5o. Full
set, six vols., in a box, special.............. 6 oo

Little People's Speaker. By Mrs. J. W. Shoe- 31.
maker. For children of nine years. Paper, i5c.
Boards ............................... O 25

Young People's Speaker. ly E. C. and L. J. 32.
Rook. For children of twelve years. Paper,
15c. Boards................ ............. o 25

Young Folks' Recitations. By Mrs. J. W.
Shoemaker. For children of fifteen years.
Paper, 15c. Boards ..................... o 25 33.

Prose and Poetry for Yong People. Corn-
posed of " Child's Own Speaker," " Little
People's Speaker," "Young People's Speaker,"
and " Young Folks' Recitations.' Suitable as a
prize or gift book for children and youths from
six to fifteen years of age. Cloth........... i oo 34

Little People's Dialogues. By Clara J. Denton.
For children of ten years. Paper, 25c. Boards O 40

Young Folks' Dialogues. By Charles C. Shoe-
maker. For children of fifteen years. Paper,
25c. Boards.......... ................... o 40 35

Young Falks' Entertainiments. By E. C. and
L. J. Rook. Contains Motion Songs, Concert
Pieces, Charades, Pantomimes, Tambourine and
Fan Drills, etc. Paper, 25C. Boards., ...... O 40

Easy Entertainmenis for Young People. Com- 36
posed of a number of simple plays, short come-
dies, and other attractive entertainments, all
easily produced, and sure ofsuccess. Paper, 25c.
Boards.......... .......................... 0 40

Drills and Marches. By E. C. and L. J. Rook.
Contains Broom Drill, Hoop Drill and March,
Waiter Drill, Umbrella Drill, Mother Goose 37
Reception and Drill, Doll Drill, New Tambour- -
ine Drill, etc. Paper, 25c. Boards.......... O 40

i. Drill and Calisthenic S ngs and Marches.
By S. G. Hanson. Cloth ........ ............ O 50

Choice Humor. By, Charles C. Shoemaker. The
best humorous recitation book out. Paper, 30c.
Boards...... ................ ........ .... O 50 38

. Choice Dialect. By Charles C. Shoemaker. Con-
tains Irish, Scotch, French, German, Negro,
and all other dialects. Paper, 3oc. Boards... O 50

. Choice Dialogues. By Mrs. J. W. Shoemaker. 3
Suited to any occasion. Al original. Paper,
30c. Boards.............................. o 50

1. Humorous Dialogues and Dramas. By Chas.
C. Shoemaker. Replete in the most amusing
characters and laughable situations. Paper, 30c.
Boards.............. .............. ........ o 50 4

. Classic Dialogues and Dramas. By Mrs. W.
J. Shoemaker. Selected from the works of the
best dramatists. Paper, 30c. Boards......... o 50

Holiday Selections. For Readings and Recita- RelaU 4
tions. By Sara S. Rice. The selections are
specially adapted to Christmas New Year, St.
Valentine's Day,Washington's Birthday, Easter, 4
Arbor Day, Decoration Day, Fourth of July,
and Thanksgiving. Paper, 30c. Cioth.......$a 50

Sunday school selections. For Readings and 4
Recitations. By John H. Bechtel. An excel-
lent collection suited to the Church Socials, Sun-
day School Concerts, Teachers' Gatherings, 4
Christian Endeavor Societies, Young Men's
Christian Associations, Anniversary Occasions,
etc. Paper, 30c. Cloth.................. o 50

Sunday School and Church Entertainments.
Composed of originally prepared Responsive
Exercises, Dramatized Bible Stories, Dialogues,
Recitations. etc. Paper, .30c. Boards........ o 50

Tableaux, Charades, and Pantomimes. Much
of the material has been specially prepared, and
provision is made for al classes and occasions.
Paper, 30c. Boards........................ O 50

How to Become a Public Speaker. By Wil-
liam Pittenger. Shows how any person may
acquire the art of effective public address. Pa-
per, 30c. Boards.......................... O 50

Taiks. By George Thatcher, the celebrated min-
strel. Contains his Monologues,Stump Speeches,
Songs, Poems, Parodies, Jokes, etc. Paper... O 25

Jokes. Gathered by Henry Firth Wood, the pop-
ular humorist. A collection of the brightest,
funniest, and most catchy jokes of the day.
Fairly bristles with wit and humor. Illustrated.
Paper...... ................ .......... O 25

Bellamy's New Choice Collection of Senti-
mental, Comic and Pathetic Readings and Reci-
tations. With valuable Hints on Elocution.
Highly recommended....................... O 30

JUVENILE STORIES.
The Young Boatman. By Horatio Alger, Jr.

An exceedingly interesting story of a bright,
brave and manly boy, who supports himself and
his mother by rowing passengers across the
Kennebec river. 360 pages. Cloth, illustrated$1 25

The Odds Against Him. By Horatio Alger,
Jr. The experience of an active and courageous
boy who, driven from home, fights manfully the
battles of life, and ultimately achieves a splendid
success. 350 pages. Cloth, illustrated ....... 1 25

Harry Ambler, or The Stolen Deed. By
Sidney Marlowe. It is noticeably ingenious in
plot, and is further characterized by brightness
ànd abundance of incident. It abounds in
humorous and exciting situations, yet it is in no
objectionable way sensational. 360 pages.
Cloth, illustrated. .......... ................ I 25

The Braganza Diamond. By James Otis. An
interesting and thrilling narrative that holds the
attention from beginning to end, revealing the
secret hiding-place of the famous diamond.
Cloth, illustrated ........................... I 25

CLASSIC STORIES.
i. The Story ofthe Iliad. By Dr. Edward Brooks,

A.M. A narrative in simple prose of the great-
est literary work of the world-the Iliad of
Homer. Cloth, illustrated.......... ..... $1 25

>. The Story of the Odyssey. By Dr. Edward
Brooks, A.M. A companion to the Story of
the Iliad, written in the author's characteristic
simple and graceful style. Cloth, illustrated... t 25

POPULAR HAND-BOOKS.
. Hand-Book of Pronounciation and Phonetic

Analysis. By John H. Bechtel. Contains
5,ooo difficult words in common use, clearly pro-
nounced. Cloth................. .......- $o 50

Reading as a Fine Art. By Earnest Legouve. nelC
Invaluable to every teacher, public reader and
speaker. Cloth.......................$0 50

The Art of Conversation. By J. P. Mahaffy.
A thoroughly practical work on a most impor-
tant subject. Cloth........................ o 50

The Debater's Treasury. By William Pittenger.
Invaluable to all who speak or aspire to discuss
questions in public. Cloth ................ o 50

Correspondence. By Agnes H. Morton, B.O.
The most intelligent and thoroughly literary
work on the subject of letter-writing ever pub-
lished. Cloth............................. o 50

Oratory. By Rev. Henry Ward Beecher. A new
edition. A masterly oration by one of our first
orators. Cloth.......... .. .............. o 50

Parlor Games for the Wise and Otherwise.
A splendid colkection of games for amusement,
entertainment and instruction. Boards ....... o 50

Punctuation. By Paul Allardyce. This is the
most practical, concise, comprehensive and in-
teresting book on the subject. Cloth......... o 50

Etiquette. By Agnes H. Morton, B.O. Con.
tains all the points essential to corrtcî behavior
in social life, and is equally applicable to all
grades of society. Cloth.................. o 50

Should Stationery or Writing Pads, Pens, Pencils or
other Statonery Sundries e wanted, we can

4111 ait hunes at close erices.

TEXT AND REFE RENCE BOOKS
49. Chambers's Encyclopædia. New edition. Cloth,

$5o. Leather. (,ro per cent. for cash)........$48 o
5o. Practical Elocution. By J. W. Shoemaker,

A.M. The best and most popular textbook on
the subject. Cloth ...................... 25

51. Delsartean Pantomimes. By Mrs. J. W. Shoe-
maker. A combination of music, recital and
æsthetic action, arranged to produce a beautiful
and harmonious effect. Cloth, illustrated...... 1 25

52. Extempore Speech. By William Pettinger.
Every person would like to speak extemporane-
ously if he could. This book tells how to do it.
Cloth ................................... I 25

53. Delsarte System of Expression. By Genevieve
Stebbins. A book of esthetic physical training
for all persons of culture. Cloth, illustrated.. . 2 00

54. Gymnasti s of the Voice. By Oskar Guttman.
A practical guide in the training and use of the
Speaking and singing voice. Cloth, illustrated. 1 25

55. Society Gymnastics. By Genevieve Stebbins.
Adapted from the Delsarte system specially for
class use. Cloth........................... 1 o

56. New Calisthenics. By Dr. Mara L. Pratt.
Contains all the best in the Sargent, Swedish,
Delsarte. and other systems. Boards, ilI... 1 25

57. Home Calisthenics. A guide to health for
women and children. Boards, illustrated..... o 50

58. White Sunlight of Potent Words. By Rev.
John S. McIntosh, D.D. A scholarly oration
on the characteristics of effective public deliv-
ery. Flexible cloth........................ o 25

59. Mental Science and Culture. By Dr. Edward
Brooks, A.M. Cloth.................... 50

6o. Normal Methods of Teaching. By Dr. Ed-
ward Brooks A.M. Cloth.................. 1 50

6x. Philosophy of Arithmetic. By Dr. Edward
Brooks, A.M. Cloth ........ . ..... . 2 00

62. Popular Synonyms. Twenty-five thousand
words in ordinary use. Flexible cloth........ o 10

63. Words Correctly Spoken. By Elroy M. Avery,
Ph.D. A work valuable to all who would speak
their mother tongue with ease and accuracy.
Flexible cloth ............................ o 10

AlU Kinds of Kindergarten Music Books, and Sufflies
are Furnished at Lowest Prices.

We carry In stock the largest assoPtment of Prize Books, Library and Standard Books, etc. We will send $10, $25, $0or $100 lots on approval for selection for 5 days, to any reliable person. We mnake careful selections. Orders or selectiOll0
amounting to $5, 10 per cent. discount; up to $10,15 per cent.; up to $15, 20 per cent.; over that amount 25 per cent. We payretura charges.

J. K. CRANSTON, Wholesale and Retail, GALT, ONT.
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